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No music
concerts
to be held
this fall
By Keira Crouse
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Mustangs running back Desmond Earles rushes 14 yards for the winning touchdown against the Hubbard Greyhounds late in
the 4th quarter of the homecoming game held last month. Morgan Park came from behind to win the game, 32-27. For more on
HOMECOMING 2012, please go to the centerspread on pages 8-9. (Photo by Maurice Stevenson)

Seniors elect executive board members
By Kenneth Greenlaw
and Ariel Danzy

T

INSID E

he Class of 2013 has
spoken, and they’ve
selected those who will represent
them as the executive members

of the Senior Board.
At a long advisory period
held in early October, candidates for the five top spots on
the Senior Board gave speeches
to garner votes for the election
held later that period. Those
who collected the most votes
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were Michael Smith (president),
Sydney Patterson (vice president),
Traevon Robinson (treasurer),
Mya Jones (recording secretary),
and Alana Webb (corresponding
secretary).
All elected members were
pretty shocked and excited about
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being selected by their peers, and
already plans are being pitched
for many parties, fund raisers and
other different fun activities.
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lthough it has
been a longstanding fall tradition, the
Music Department will not
be hosting their annual
Thanksgiving concert
since an appropriate
performance space is
unavailable.
The school’s choruses
and bands usually hold their
“Thanks ‘Giving’” concert
in early November to raise
needed cash and food
donations for the less fortunate. Proceeds are generally
given to the Maple/Morgan
Park Community Food Pantry, located in Morgan Park
United Methodist Church.
The concert has always
been held in Blackwelder
Hall, the school’s auditorium, but the ongoing
renovation of that space
forced planners earlier in
the school year to find an
alternative location.
Some thought that
the lunchroom--which was
expected to be ready as a
multi-purpose space--was
to be the venue for the
show. In order to be a usable space, it was anticipated that the old, immovable
cafeteria tables were to
be replaced during the fall
intercession with ones that
fold up and out of the way.
However, according to
the directors for both the
band and chorus, the cafeteria was never considered
a viable choice for a musical performance.
“Mrs. Foster [the chorus
director] and I both decided
not to go through the headache of moving the concert

Please turn to page 3 for
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No-guest rule has little impact
on homecoming dance
By Ryanne Miller
and Kierra Rogers

T

he school
administration
changed the 2012
homecoming dance to a noguest event a week prior to
ticket sales, in response to an
altercation at last year’s dance.
Students were not allowed
to bring a guest who is not from
Morgan Park to this past homecoming dance. The sudden
change was due to a minor fight
that took place between a guest
and student of Morgan Park,
but it was immediately broken
up and the dance continued.
“I was surprised I had to
get rid of the guest applications due to the new changes,” Student Council sponsor
Kandice Morgan said, “but
I had to do what was told of
me, and administration didn’t
want to see another incident
such as the last occur again.”
Many printed guest
applications online from the
school website and picked up
the forms in the office, yet a few
days later it was announced that
guest weren’t allowed anymore.
“I had printed off a guest
application, and my friend
got it filled out and returned,”
junior Lamar Streeter said.
“Once the word spread that
guests were not allowed, I was
confused as to if my friend

could still attend after filling
out everything. Also, I felt disappointed to tell my friend he
couldn’t come anymore.”
Others were unhappy
as they felt they were being
punished for the actions of
someone else.
“I feel like we shouldn’t
have to suffer for other student’s mishaps,” sophomore
Jared Newton said. “This is a
new year. It sucks that all the
students have to suffer.”
Many students and outside guests were affected by
the sudden change.
“My friends that I planned
on bringing to the dance had
brought their dresses just to
get told they couldn’t come
anymore,” senior Jazmine
Purdis said. “I was so disappointed to tell my friends they
couldn’t attend.”
Last year’s homecoming
ticket sales were significantly
impacted from guests; Morgan
said that around 100 tickets of
the 500 sold were for guests.
The rule change kind of
made Student Council members a little hesitant towards
what to expect during sales.
“I thought having no guests
would bring ticket sales down,”
said Student Council member
Ryanne Miller. “Guests are where

Please turn to page 3 for
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Hyatt out, Adler in
for senior prom location
Café Galileo’s at the Adler
Planetarium, their premium
rental area (left side of the
photo), sits at the east end of
Solidarity Drive, surrounded
by Lake Michigan, with a
large outdoor deck for guests
to step outside and enjoy
the breathtaking views of the
lake and city. This will be the
first time that the prom has
not been held at the Hyatt
Regency on Wacker Drive
in over a decade. (Source:
Flickr)
By Nina Hunter

F

or seniors and their
guests, prom will be held
at a new location downtown this
year after a decision made by the
new Senior Class sponsors and
the newly elected Senior Board.
Usually the formal dinnerdance is held at the Hyatt
Regency on Wacker Drive, just off
of Michigan Avenue, but things
are a little different this year. Prom
will be held at the Adler Planetarium (1300 South Lake Shore
Drive), right on of the lakefront,
with the Chicago skyline as the
backdrop.
The date for prom has also
been made, with Friday, May 31
being secured.

Discovering the new location
in the Adler, called Café Galileo’s,
is thanks largely to Senior Class
co-sponsor Lashandra Smith-Rayfield; she came across the beautiful ballroom and thought that it
would be perfect for the formal
dance. She was able to reserve a
spot and get all the information
to Senior Board sponsor Katrina
Richard.
The Hyatt had been used as
the school’s venue for the past 10
years, according to former Senior
Board sponsor Kandace Morgan.
The new sponsor of the
organization said there were a
variety of reasons for finding a
new place.
“The price [wasn’t] worth it
for the service received [at the

Hyatt,” Richard said, adding that
it was “time for a change.”
Another issue was related to
concerns about how the ownership of the hotel received special
financing via TIF (Tax Increment
Financing) revenue from the city.
It was reported that city
records from March 2012 reveal
that the Department of Housing
and Economic Development in
March approved $5,215,162 in
TIF money for a developer who
has a franchise agreement with
for Hyatt for a new hotel in Hyde
Park.

Please turn to page 3 for

PLANETARIUM
TO HOLD PROM

BOARD HAS BIG PLANS
continued from page 1

At the first board meeting
held last month in the library,
the exec board and division representatives met with
sponsor Katrina Richard and
co-sponsor Lashandra SmithRayfield. They discussed possible plans to have a “black-out
party” (where all guests would
be required to wear black), a
senior car wash, and a senior
movie night, plus fund raisers
like a teacher auction, a dance
open to all classes, and even a
trip to a water park.
Currently, proposals are
being submitted to the school
administration for approval.
They hope to hold two
events and perhaps a fund raiser
each month, according to Class
President Smith.
“We’ve reviewed the ideas
that [the seniors] had for Senior
Week, possible dances, possible trips, possible outings,”
he said, “but then again, they
haven’t come to life yet since
this is only our third meeting
because we were set back by
the strike.”
The vice president hopes to
do more than just throw parties.
“My plans for Morgan Park
High School is to unite us not just
through parties, but through the
activities like spoken word [talent
shows], [as] just a way to raise
money and bring pride to the
school,” Patterson said.
Although many past boards
have made grand plans that never
blossomed, one senior expects this
year’s group to pull it all together.
“I have confidence in

Introducing this year’s executive board for the Class of 2013:
(from left) Alena Webb (corresponding secretary), Michael
Smith (president), Sydney Patterson (vice president), Traevon
Robinson (treasurer), and Mya Jones (recording secretary).
(Photo by Maurice Stevenson)
the board members,” senior
Jazmine Purdis said. “I see the
only way to make this year fun
and exciting is for all the Senior
Class to come together as one,
not be divided by division or by
who’s in IB, AC, WL or regulars
and honors. It’s not about that;
we are all equal, and at the end
of the day, we will all graduate together as one: Class of
2013!”
The board meets the first and
third Wednesday of each month
at 2:15 p.m. (on shortened school
days) in the library (when available) or Room 308.

EMPEHI News encourages readers to express their opinions or respond to stories,
editorials or columns by writing letters to the
editor. All letters must have a name and division number. We reserve the right to edit
all letters for mechanics, length, and content.
Please submit responses with name and division to Mr. Majeske or any member of the
newspaper, or to KEMajeske@cps.edu.
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Although the band (top) held their spring concert in the boys south gymnasium, and the chorus had their concert in the student
cafeteria, neither location will be used for performances anymore, according to both of the groups’ directors. The negative
experiences at both concerts have forced the Music Department to wait until Blackwelder Hall, the school auditorium, reopens
before the programs will resume performing. (Source: EMPEHI News stock)
to the cafeteria or gym,” band
director Shemeka Nash wrote in an
email interview. “I esp[ecially] will
not host any more concerts in the
gym, considering the fiasco in May.”
At the spring concert, held
last May in the boys south gymnasium, various issues arose from
the poor acoustics and awkward
seating, but more seriously when
a fight erupted between some
parents and students. This terrible
disruption led Nash to rethink
hosting a fall or winter concert.
“Honestly, I would try have
tried harder to keep a concert going, but I have been saddened and
deeply discouraged by the events
that happened at the last concert,”
she said. “The fighting parents are
not the only thing that ruined the
concert. The construction workers
set off fire alarms during the concert, as well. There is no guarantee
that it won’t happen again.”

The band also was unable to
hold a haunted house experience,
like they did for the first time last
October, due to the auditorium
closure. The fund raiser featured
a mock haunted house on the
stage, complete with band member “ghouls” and “zombies,”
followed by a horror movie.
Another option, the student
cafeteria, was actually used for a
chorale performance last spring,
but the chorus director, Gabrielyn
Foster, said that is not a viable
location, either.
“Last year was a frigging
circus atmosphere, not a concert atmosphere,” she recalled
about the show held in there in
the spring. “Folks were walking
around while we were singing,
so I’m not sad enough to do a
concert in the cafeteria.”
Some parents, staff, students,
and members of the JROTC were

looking forward to being a part
of this event and helping people
in need.
“I feel sad that we can’t
have it because the food pantry
needed the cans,” said Gabrielyn
Foster, the chorus director. “There
are people who aren’t on food
stamps that go to the pantry.”
The 2011 November show
held in the auditorium collected
approximately 850 non-perishable
items and $600 in cash donations
for the worthy local cause.
“I was always excited...because it felt like you were making
a difference,” Foster said.
However, some canned goods
were collected and contributed to
the Maple Park food pantry last
month, according to Nash.
For the choir and the band,
they are hoping for the renovation to be over by January.
“It’s a great disappointment

because so many families not only
want to see their kids sing, but we
won’t be able to have the food
drive or to raise money for events
the choir has,” said a parent of a
Morgan Park student, Keira Crouse.
It’s hoped that the target
date for completion of the auditorium, set for the beginning of
January, will be met.
“I think I will try for a spring
concert in May,” Nash said.
“Hopefully, they will actually be
done with all construction.”
Some upperclassmen have
the same wish.
“As a senior, it will kind of
hurt [not having a fall/winter show]
because I don’t have a lot of
performances left at Morgan Park,
and I would just love to perform,”
performer Michael Smith said,
“but I understand with our current
circumstance why we can’t have
the concert--but it will hurt a bit.”

we get a lot of ticket sales, and
without them, I don’t know if
tickets will sell as great. It might
make people not want to
come anymore.”
However, that turned
out not to be the case,
according to the sponsor.
Morgan said that overall
sales were actually up at the
well-attended event, with
students purchasing approximately 600 tickets, an
increase of 20 percent.
Some student’s anxious
attitude about attending the
homecoming dance slowly
decreased due to the news.
“I was so disappointed
because it’s my senior year,”
senior Carline Uwajeh said. “I
wanted to bring guest from
other schools, and it made me
less excited for the dance.”
Perhaps it would have
been more fun for some to
have brought someone else
to the school dance, but
most were simply going to
enjoy the annual fall dance.
“I didn’t plan on having
any guest accompanying me,”
senior Yolanda Bundy said,
“but if I planned on having
a guest, I wouldn’t be upset
over the change because I
would still have fun, regardless
of guest. Besides, it’s my last
year, and I would enjoy the
night with my fellow peers.”

PLANETARIUM TO HOLD PROM
continued from page 2

Critics say that TIF money
is designed to go solely to the
benefit of schools. The city government, however, often spends

much of the money collected
from TIF districts by fixing public
infrastructure (parks and schools),
but also acquires properties for

developers or subsidizing them
directly--as in the Hyatt case.
Many Chicago teachers argued during the strike last month

Café Galileo’s (above) features
floor-to-ceiling glass windows
in the contemporary room that
offer sweeping views of the
Chicago skyline and lakefront.
The Hyatt Regency’s Crystal
Ballroom, (lower left) where
the prom was held last spring,
also has great views of the
city, especially of the Wrigley
Building. However, the
Hyatt has a more traditional
feel compared to the more
modern architecture of the
Adler’s facility. (Source: Flickr,
EMPEHI News stock)

that Hyatt Corporation didn’t
deserve or even need the special
financing from the city. In fact,
Hyatt Corp. reported in August
revenue of $1 billion with a $39
million profit.
According to senior Alexandra Gill, who attended the Class
of 2012’s dance at the Hyatt, a
new location will be great.
“I went to last year’s prom,
and it was nice,” she said. “They
had a nice dinner and a great
dance floor, but I just think that it
lacked a ‘wow’ factor that prom
should have. This is our last hurrah before we graduate, so I think
it should go out with a bang.”
Café Galileo’s in the Adler
features floor-to-ceiling windows
that face north for sweeping
views of Lake Michigan and the
Chicago skyline. There is also an
outdoor deck that wraps around
the facility that guests can enjoy.
The Hyatt’s Crystal Ballroom
was rented last year, as well as
two year’s previous. The cavernous space has 19-foot floor-toceiling windows on three sides,
with one looking out upon the
Wrigley Building and the northern
city skyline.
However, the popular room is
not always available, forcing many
other proms to be held in facilities found on the lower levels that
don’t have any windows.
Another nice feature at the
Alder is that the lighting can be
customized to the prom colors,
Richard said, adding that the cost
is expected to be a bit cheaper
than last year.
Unfortunately, the only parking available at the planetarium is
provided via the adjacent outdoor

parking lot on the south side of
the building; no valet parking is
available. The $22 parking fee is
charged using the common payand-display kiosks.
Another difference between
the two facilities is space that
Café Galileo’s offers versus that of
the Crystal Ballroom. According
to each respective website, the
Adler’s room has 3,700 square
feet, while the hotel has 10,000.
The differences may make
the new choice even more special.
“This new location has...a
romantic feel that I think just tops
the cake,” Gill said. “I’m really
excited and can’t wait to see what
exciting ideas [the Senior Board]
come[s] up with to make this
year’s prom the best in Morgan
Park history.”
But not everyone is on the
same page when it comes to
change. Some were content with
the old location and were looking
forward to having prom at the
Hyatt.
Shelbi Alexander, who also
attended last year’s prom, was
one who felt that way.
“It was amazing,” she said
about the senior prom. “I had
a wonderful time dancing all
night long on that awesome
dance floor, and the food was
great too. The only thing missing was being with the rest of
my classmates, and that’s what
I’ve been looking forward to
this whole year. The new location won’t really change much
because it’s all really about the
experience, but it would have
been nice to be able to have
prom at the Hyatt.”
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SIS hosts ‘Love Your Body Day’

SIS members and other female students participate in the organization’s “Love Your Body Day”
held last month. To show support, participants were expected to wear plain white shirts, blue
jeans, have their hair off of their face, wear little to no makeup or jewelry, and to essentially own
their own beauty. (Photo by Maurice Stevenson)

I

f you are a young lady
with class and sass,
you just may be a SIS, the
organization that last month
designated October 18 a “Love

Your Body Day,” when people
were to embrace their perceived
imperfections.
This unique observance is
“designed to have young ladies

realize their natural beauty and
not be influenced by the magazines’ negative ideas of being
unique, but know your own
beauty,” club sponsor and librarian Kandace Morgan.

Media unrealistic in imagery

To show support, participants
were expected to wear plain
white shirts, blue jeans, have
their hair off of their face, wear
little to no makeup or jewelry,
and to essentially own their own
beauty. Males were also urged to
participate.
In 2005, the group “Girl
Talk” originated by former post
secondary Coach LaCael Pratt
and Morgan.
Girl Talk was initially meant to
give advice about college to senior
females. But in 2007, it was starting
to become well-known, and the
program was opened up for all
grade levels, and they also touched
upon a diverse variety of issues.
The occasional seminars and
talks evolved into Sassy Intellectual Sisters (SIS). It’s a sisterhood
that represents the young ladies
at Morgan Park that show leadership, carry them self in a respectable manner, wants to help others
with issues people are facing,
and enjoy dong activities that will
improve themselves and others.
If interested in becoming a
member of SIS, meet Morgan in
the library during your free period
to find out more.

MP students
act on local
cable drama
By Brienna Taylor

L

ocal teens are
enjoying a unique
opportunity to take steps
toward having an acting
career by being on a local
cable television drama.
The show, “The Reawakening,” is broadcast on local
content cable channel 25 on
the WOW Cable TV provider. The program varies in
length, but in Season 4, each
episode is approximately
an hour. The show can also
be viewed online at www.
reawakeningtvshow.com.
Not only does sophomore
Jocelyn Alverio (as “Mimi”)
play a part of the cast, but so
does Class of 2012 graduate Mark Walker (as “Pimp
Tunchie”) who was expected to
play a lead role in Season Four.

Please turn to page 10 for

AWAKENING
ACTORS

Want
a 2013
yearbook?

Then you need to do one of two things NOW!
Note the
some of the
differences:
The tiny rolls on the
model’s waist are
removed, as is the slight
bulge under her armpit.
Supermodel Doutzen Kroes before (left) and after (right) retouching of her Victoria’s Secret
catalog photos set off a firestorm of controversy last month, with some questioning the ethics of
creating unrealistic images of women. The lingerie and clothing company has defended the use of
Photoshop, with one representative reportedly saying, “Retouching is an essential part of our job,
you know.” (Source: Victoria's Secret).

H

istorically, the ideal
female body was
strong and full-figured, as seen
in icons such as Marilyn Monroe.
Yet even as early as the 1800s,
when painful, health-impairing
corsets were used to accentuate
the breasts, hips and buttocks,
women were expected to strive
for a specific ideal of beauty.
Today, Hollywood and the fashion, cosmetics and diet industries
work hard to make women believe
that their bodies are unacceptable
and need constant improvement.
Print ads and television commercials reduce them to body parts-lips, legs, breasts--airbrushed and
touched up to meet impossible
standards. TV shows tell women and
teenage girls that cosmetic surgery
is good for self-esteem. Is it any
wonder that 80% of U.S. women are
dissatisfied with their appearance?
• Americans spend over
$20 billion on weight-loss
industry, including diet
books, diet drugs and
weight-loss surgeries.

• People age 13-19 had the
least number of cosmetic procedures (2010), only 2% of the
total. Some of the most common procedures for teens were:
nose reshaping, male breast
reduction, ear surgery, laser hair
removal, laser treatment of leg
veins, and laser skin resurfacing.
40-54 year olds make up the
majority of cosmetic procedures
– 48 percent.
• 108 million Americans are on
diets.
• 85 percent of customers
consuming weight-loss products
and services are female.
• 91 percent of all cosmetic
procedures are conducted on
females. In 2011, 12.1 million
cosmetic procedures were performed.
• $10.4 billion spent on cosmetic procedures in the U.S., up
2.95 percent from 2010.

• 80 percent of women in the
U.S. are dissatisfied with their
appearance.
According to a study in Pediatrics, about two-thirds of girls in
the 5th to 12th grades said that
magazine images influence their
vision of an ideal body.
• Twenty years ago, the average fashion model weighed 8
percent less than the average
woman. Today, she weighs 23
percent less, according to Rader
Programs (which treats people
with eating disorders).

A. Pay
your
2013
activity
fee

B. Pay
$35 to
reserve
your
copy

Due to fewer students paying their annual activity fee
ON TIME, or who have been approved for a fee waiver*,
the Yearbook has been forced to purchase only the
number of books that have been paid for via Activity
Fees or Advanced Payment by December 14, 2012.
As of now, only around 600 students have paid this
year’s fee, which includes a copy of the yearbook. So as
of now, ONLY 600 books will be ordered.

• A decade ago, plus-size models averaged between size 12
and size 18. Today, the majority
of plus-size models an agency
boards are between size 6 and
size 14. (Rader Programs)

So, if you want to be certain to receive your yearbook in June,
either pay your Activity Fee, or pay $35 to reserve a copy,
NO LATER THAN DECEMBER 14, 2012.
PAYMENT IS TO BE MADE IN THE MAIN OFFICE.

• The average American woman is
5’4” tall and weighs 140 pounds.
The average American model is
5’11” tall and weighs 117 pounds.

*NOTE: Those who receive a fee waiver DO NOT receive a free yearbook.
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Some see race becoming apparent in presidential election
Chart 1

By Tristian Anderson

M

any United States
citizens have been
worried in the months leading up
to the presidential election, feeling
that it’s possible that the best man
for the job wouldn’t win.
Some believed that the
social and economic positions
Voter Groups
taken by each of the candidates
White
would make it seem that
PresiBlack
dent Barack Obama would
be the
Hispanic
runaway winner.
Asian
Some students think
that
Other
his qualifications and strategies
to improve the country are not
what seem to be of interest to
some voters, and it’s his African
American heritage that has turned
a large number of American voters off.
In the 2008 presidential
election between Democratic
candidate Obama, who is black,
100
and Republican candidate John
McCain, who is white, 55 percent
of white voters cast their ballot for
75
McCain, while 43 percent voted
for Obama.

However, even more striking was how African Americans
voted: 95 percent cast ballots
for Obama, while only 4 percent
voted for McCain.
Other minority groups voted
uniformly in support of Obama.
Hispanics voted 67/31 percent,
Asians voted 62/35 percent, and
those who identified themselves
Obama
McCain
as “Other” voted 66/31 percent.
43
55
Obama
won the tight
elec95
4
tion with 67
53 percent of31the vote.
Some
62seniors who35will be
voting in 66
their first election
are
31
surprised by Romney’s recent
surge in the polls and don’t see
his rise in popularity as one based
on the issues.
“Many voters just want to
find blame to place on Chart
President
1
Obama so that they can have a
feasible reason not to vote for
him, but we are not stupid,”
Jasmyn Watkins said. “We know
it is because they do not want a
95
black man running
a white man’s
country.”
The first of three presidential
debates between Obama67
and

50

55

Big screen presidents
25

M

43

31

0

Hispanic
any U.S. presidents have been depicted
in4movies,
the
Black
White
earliest being the silent film, “The Birth of a Nation,”
in 1915. The movie itself is considered one of the most important,
Obama
cinematographically-speaking, but also very controversial. The
early motion picture which dramatizes the relationship of two
families in Civil War and Reconstruction-era America, was originally
entitled “The Clansman,” and it portrayed African American men
(played by white actors in blackface) as unintelligent and sexually
aggressive towards white women, and also portrayed the Ku Klux
Klan as a heroic force.
Since then, presidents have been often been used to give
some historical perspective to films, while others have been used
as a documentary feature, but some have also been satirized. Lincoln has shown up in 27 different big screen movies over the last
97 years, the most of all the presidents.
So far, President Barack Obama has only been dramatized in one,
and it’s not even a movie made in the U.S. He was played by actor
Christopher B. Duncan in the 2010 Indian film “My Name Is Khan.”

Abraham

LINCOLN (#16, 1861-1865)
No. 1 (depicted 27 times)
First film: “The Birth of a Nation,” 1915

challenger Mitt Romney took
2008 Presidential Election Voting Patterns By Race
place on October 3, and it was
focused on domestic policy. The
100
results of the debate seemed to
95
show that Americans were more
in favor of the Republican Gov75
ernor of Massachusetts and his
66
67
ideas that he said would benefit
62
the country in the next four years.
50
55
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McCain
After hearing the two candiChart 2
dates explain their positions on
the debates, Watkins said that
she believes Romney only wants
2008 Presidential Election Voting Patterns By Income
to help out the wealthy few in this
country.
“I do not understand why
80
anyone would vote for Mitt Romney,” Watkins said. “He does not
73
want to help benefit the country.
60
He wants to destroy it. He just
60
wants to make the rich filthy rich,
55
51
49 49
48
48 49
66[more] poor.”
and the poor
40
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43
Although few believed that
a black man could break through
37
to become the most powerful
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35
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in the world in
25
2008, Obama did, leading some
to think that perhaps the country
0
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less racially divided.
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long way,” senior Johnnetta Burns
<$
Obama
McCain
McCain
said, “and the color of [President
Statistical source: Roper Center Public Opinion Archives
Obama’s] skin is not proportional
to how well he will be able to
surely enough America is not
shows that blacks still universally
administer the country.”
dumb enough to not reelect him
support the president.
Burns is also disturbed by
based on his skin color, unless the
As of last week, the Repubhow many blame the president
vast majority is color blind and
lican candidate was enjoying 50
for all that’s wrong with the counjust realized he is black,” she said. percent of the vote, according to
try today, even though he’s only
“I do not think race will be a big
various polls. If he were to hold
been in charge for one term.
factor in the presidential election.
on to that support, he could win
“President Obama is clearly
I would like to believe we, as a
the presidency, scaring some with
the best candidate between the
people, are more concerned with
the prospect.
two. [However, t]here is a lot of
the future of our country, rather
“If Romney takes office, we
hatred geared toward him, and
than if our president sports a
are screwed,” junior Randi Crawhe is blamed for a lot of our prob- comb over or an afro.”
ford said, “and I’m packing my
lems, including the economy--as
But according to a recent
things and canoeing to Canada as
if that was completely his fault.
Washington Post-ABC News
soon as possible!”
What about the ones before him
national tracking poll, Obama is
Senior Taylore Cephas put it
that led us into this huge debt?”
trailing Romney 60 percent to 37
even more bluntly.
So will the country vote along percent among whites. That’s 5
“I’d rather put ‘Jenny from the
racial lines?
percentage points more than in
block’ in office than Romney. At
“If he was elected once,
the ‘08 election. The same poll
least I know she’ll look out for us.”

George

WASHINGTON (#1, 1789-1797)
No. 2 (depicted 16 times)
First film: “Washington Under the American Flag,” 1909

The
Issues
2012
ABORTION

Franklin D.

ROOSEVELT (#32, 1933-1945)
No. 1 (depicted 27 times)
First film: “Yankee Doodle Dandy,” 1942

BUDGET,
TAXES,
ECONOMY

Ulysses S.

GRANT (#18, 1869-1877)
No. 4 (depicted 9 times)
First film: “The Birth of a Nation,” 1915

Theodore

ROOSEVELT (#26, 1901-1909)
No. 5 (depicted 8 times)
First film: “The Monroe Doctrine,” 1939

EDUCATION

Barack Obama (D)

Mitt Romney (R)

Supports Roe v. Wade; criticized Supreme
Court decision that upheld ban on partialbirth abortions.

Opposes Roe v. Wade; believes states should
be allowed to ban abortions.

Repeal Bush tax cuts for households earning
more than $250,000. Lower taxes on manufacturing industry. Stimulus spending and tax
cuts to grow the economy (short term). Cut
spending and raise taxes on wealthy to reduce
deficit (long term).
The national debt has increased almost $5 trillion under Obama.

Make Bush tax cuts permanent. Lower corporate tax rate across the board to 25%. Cut
taxes and regulations to encourage business.
Cut “non-security discretionary [government]
spending” by 5% to reduce deficit.

Voted in favor on shifting $11B from corporate
tax loopholes to education.

Supported No Child Left Behind Act of 2001.

Wants to create a 5-year, $50 billion project for Opposes cap and trade legislation. Supports
ENERGY,
ENVIRONMENT energy and climate change to finance research Keystone XL pipeline. Exporting carbon emisinto discovering alternative energy sources
sions to China hurts US and planet.
and developing technologies. Opposes
domestic drilling offshore and in the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge.
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Mizzou is one popular out-of-state school
By Brianna Daniels
and Brittney McMillion

M

any high school
students dream
of going off to a college or a
university after they graduate.
Most students at MP have said
that the University of Missouri,
known as Mizzou, is one of their
top colleges.
The teachers and professors
at Mizzou really challenge their
students. Some students realized
that it’s not what they thought it
was going to be.
“It’s totally different from
high school,” MP graduate Anthony Hudson said. “Pretty much
you’re on your own. The biggest
difference is that in classrooms,
they only teach you 40 percent of
what you need to know. You have
to take initiative to read the book
in order for you to excel and get
that extra 60 percent. This isn’t
just for your English classes; it’s
for every class that you expect to
pass.”
Mizzou, is located in Columbia, Missouri, which is about
400 miles southwest of Chicago,
and takes about seven hours of
driving time to get there. It has
a large campus and a somewhat
diverse enrollment with more than
33,000 students from all over the
nation.
Despite boasting that their
2011 freshman class boasts an
average ACT score of 25.7, according to the school’s web page
highlighting their “Pride Points,”
some former students refer to it
as a “party school.”
“I’m glad I chose to go to
Mizzou,” Hudson said. “The campus is large, most of my friends
from high school go there, and I
can have fun. The parties and the
games are cracking. The school is
just live.”
Athletics have always played
an important role in Mizzou’s life.
The school fielded its first football team in 1890. It is also the
only institution in the state that
operates all of its sports in NCAA
Division I-A.

“We just entered into the
SEC and the football team is
currently 3-4 [as of October 24],”
Hudson said. I previously went to
the baseball scrimmage and they
look like they’re going to have a
very promising year for both men
and women.”
Aside from the parties and
the fun athletic events, Mizzou
has great academics and the
teachers have a great method of
teaching.
“The teachers are decent,”
Hudson said. “They explain stuff
thoroughly. It’s nothing like high
school, though. They aren’t there
to help and guide you like a high
school teacher would. You have to
actually read the book on your own.
“At Morgan Park, you could
get away with not completing a
few assignments. In college, you
have to make sure that you’re on
point with your work. Your GPA
counts for everything. Studying is
also very important.”
The University of Missouri,
just like other colleges, universities, and schools around the
globe, have academic policies.
There’s a long list of policies and
different sections for the policies.
“There are many rules and
regulations for all students,”
Hudson said. “It’s much different
from Morgan Park. Yes, you get
more freedom in college, but at
Mizzou, they are strict. You can’t
come into college thinking that
you can do whatever you want to
because it’ll all back fire on you.”
Mizzou is an exceptional
place. It’s a university where there
are a number of opportunities to
explore, grow, and succeed.
“Overall, I love Mizzou and
the college life,” Hudson said.
“Here, I am constantly challenged, I have learned better
study habits, and I’m doing great
in school. I would recommend
Mizzou because their academics
are awesome, it’s more diverse
than other schools, and I guarantee that anyone that chooses
The University of Missouri as their
college, will leave with a great
education.”

It pays to take ACT
more than once
By Harlie Bivens
and Dominique Meaux

S

tudies show that more
than half of the juniors
who will retake the ACT will
receive higher scores taking it
the second time around.
Research by ACT Inc., the
organization which operates
the popular standardized test,
shows that of the students
who took the ACT more than
once, 57 percent increased
their composite score on the
retest, while 21 percent had no
change in their score on the
retest, and 22 percent actually
decreased score.
For students with an initial
ACT composite score between
12 and 29, the typical ACT
composite score from the
second testing is about 1 point

higher, according to the ACT
website, ACTstudent.org.
The lower one’s initial ACT
score, the more likely the second score will be higher than
the first score.
However, the higher the
initial ACT composite score is
(30 or higher), the more likely
the second score will be the
same as or lower than the first
score.
Senior Derricka Vasser
explained why she believes it’s
important to retake the ACT
test.
“If you think you need a
better score, it is important
because your score shapes
your future for college,” she
said. “I got a good score, but

Please turn to page 11 for

ACT RETAKE

Eye on University
of Missouri

University of Missouri’s Memorial Union (Source: University of Missouri website)

Mizzou’s History

MU’s founding in 1839 as the first public university in Thomas Jefferson’s Louisiana
Purchase territory started a long tradition of firsts. Mizzou has the world’s first School of
Journalism (founded in 1908), Missouri’s first and only College of Veterinary Medicine
(founded in 1946), the first engineering program west of the Mississippi River (founded in
1849) and that nation’s first College of Education at a public university (founded in 1868).
The Tiger, MU’s mascot since about 1890, comes from the nickname of a group of
Columbians who protected the town during the Civil War. Now, Mizzou Tigers are protecting
wild tigers through partnerships with the Saint Louis Zoo, the Kansas City Zoo and the
Dickerson Park Zoo in Springfield, Mo.

Enrollment (fall 2011)
Total: 33,805

Graduation and Retention Rates

Four-year: 43.1 percent (state 29.6 percent; national 31.3 percent)
Six-year: 68.9 percent (state: 54.7 percent; national 53.6 percent)
MU retains 85 percent of its students for their sophomore year, higher than the national
average of 78 percent and state average of 75.3 percent for four-year public institutions.

Average ACT Score

25.7 (state 21.6; national 21.1)

Annual Undergraduate Costs, 2011-12
Missouri resident total:
$21,874
Non-resident total:
$34,669
Tuition and fees: $8,989
(resident); $21,784 (nonresident)

University of Missouri Demographics

Professional Licensing
Rates

MU students have high
pass rates on licensing
exams. Recently, 97.4
percent of law students
passed the bar exam
on the first try while 99
percent of teacher education students, 92 percent of nursing students and 100 percent of
health professions students passed their national licensure and certification tests.

University of Missouri’s Faurot Field, home of the Tigers (Source: University of Missouri
website)
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Happy
Thanksgiving!
Black Thanksgiving memories
Friday
2012
A
By Victoria Gardner
and Tyrone Lawson

STORE

BLACK FRIDAY
HOURS
12 a.m.
12 a.m.
12 a.m.
12 a.m.
5 a.m.
4 a.m.

s the thought of oven
roasted turkey, creamy
mac-and-cheese, and the blissful
aroma of sweet potato pie fill
people’s minds, staff and students
share their favorite memories of the
upcoming Thanksgiving holiday.
Over the past years, Thanksgiving is thought of as the time
where families get together, share
old stories, and, of course, eat
wonderful home-cooked meals.
“My favorite Thanksgiving
memory was when my family got
together at my grandma’s house
after awhile of not seeing each
other,” senior Kyle Cherry said.

“It was special because there was
some family that I hadn’t seen
in awhile that showed up. It was
good to ‘kick it’ with them. Oh,
and the food was good, too.”
Senior Board representative
Courtney Gudger shared a similar
experience.
“My favorite Thanksgiving
memory would have to be when
my whole family got together,”
she said. “It was the last time
my grandma got to see all of us
together, getting along. We went
a day without fighting and got
along for once.”
Journalism teacher Keith
Majeske’s favorite memory wasn’t
too different, either, although it
went back a ways.

“I was probably 12,” the
47-year-old said. “My uncle
had a big mansion in the Austin
neighborhood. Basically, we had
a relaxed Thanksgiving with my
family and cousins.”
Though family is important to
another staff member, good food
is a plus, too.
“We had a lot of food,”
English teacher Maya Farrell said
with a laugh, “turkey, macaroni,
mashed potatoes and everything.”
Most American families have
the traditional Thanksgiving meal,
including senior Ashley Gordon’s.
“Everything you would
expect for a traditional Thanksgiving, we had it,” Gordon said.
“From turkey to pie, stuffing

to chitterlings, you name it, we
had it. What made it even more
special was that I got to help
cook it.”
Though family and food
are usually the main attractions,
the activities are what made the
memories, indoors and out.
“When my family got together we always played cards
and watched TV,” senior Martese
Luckett said. “We never did
much, but we always had a good
time.”
While Luckett spent his
Thanksgiving indoors, Farrell
spent some of hers outdoors.
“On Thanksgiving, me and
my sister go shopping,” she said.
“I love shopping and eating.”

12 a.m.
4 a.m.
9 a.m. on

Thanksgiving Day

Start holiday season’s planning now
annual holiday parade), the nation’s largest evening holiday celebration, jump starts the holiday season with a full day of family friendly
activities, concerts by top musical artists and the best holiday shopping. The day’s excitement culminates with a grand evening parade
down Michigan Avenue marshaled by Mickey Mouse and Minnie
Mouse from Walt Disney World Resort in Florida, illuminating one
million lights on 200 trees. The parade concludes with a grand
finale fireworks show over the Chicago River.
The parade begins at 5:30 p.m. at Oak Street and Michigan
Avenue, traveling south on Michigan Avenue to Wacker Drive. It will
be broadcast live on ABC Channel 7 at 6 p.m.

No. 1 shopping day
A record 226 million
shoppers spent $52 billion
dollars during last year’s
Black Friday weekend,
according to the National
Federation of Retailers. The
average customer spent
$398.62 in 2011, up from
$365.34 the year before.

Shop till you drop?
Violence erupted during
Black Friday shopping in
2011 as at least 24 people
were injured in a series of
incidents, including nine at
Walmart stores in the U.S.
Perhaps the worst example of inhumanity that on
the ‘11 Black Friday was to a
shopper who collapsed due to
a heart attack while shopping
at a Target store in West Virginia; he went almost unnoticed as customers continued
to hunt for bargain deals.
Witnesses say some
shoppers ignored and even
walked over the man’s body
as they continued to shop.
He later died at the hospital.

L

ittle is known about the
first Thanksgiving dinner in the Plimoth (also spelled
Plymouth) Colony in October
1621, attended by some 50
English colonists and about 90

Saturday, November 17 - Tuesday, January 8
Millennium Park McCormick Tribune Ice Rink

Sunday,
November 18
Macy’s Great
Tree Lighting
and Holiday
Windows

Located on Michigan Avenue between Washington and Madison
Streets, the Millennium Park Ice Rink draws more than 100,000 skater
annually. The rink is open to the public every day of the week and skating is free. Skate rentals are available.

Saturday,
November 17
Magnificent Mile
Festival of Lights
Parade

Macy’s flagship
store on 111N.
State Street kicks
off the holiday season at 12 noon on the 7th floor in the Walnut Room with the annual
Great Tree Lighting ceremony with a special guest performance by
Chris Mann. Outside, passersby will one again be amazed with this
year’s Macy’s window display.

Kick off the
holiday season and
create your special
memories on The
Magnificent Mile
in 2012! The BMO
Harris Bank Magnificent Mile Lights
Festival (the 21st
Wampanoag American Indian men
in what is now Massachusetts.
The Wampanoag killed five
deer for the feast, and that the
colonists shot wild fowl—which
may have been geese, ducks, or

Thanksgiving Day

Please turn to page 11 for

Thursday, November 22

Chicago’s holiday tradition, the McDonald’s Thanksgiving Parade (the city’s
turkey. Some form, or forms, of
Indian corn were also served.
However, the feasters likely
supplemented their venison and
birds with fish, lobster, clams,
nuts, as well as vegetables such

as pumpkin, squash, carrots, and
peas--seasonal food.
Much of what we consider
traditional Thanksgiving fare was
unknown at the first Thanksgiving. Potatoes and sweet potatoes

NOVEMBER
EVENTS

hadn't yet become staples of the
English diet. And cranberry sauce
requires sugar—an expensive
delicacy in the 1600s. Likewise,
pumpkin pie went missing due to
a lack of crust ingredients.

Source: Nationalgeographic.com
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Pep rally special to many
By Terri Mathus and Kelly Cook

A

tingling in the air and excitement that cannot be explained
is how one could describe the days that led up to Thursday,
October 11: the pep rally! There was no break in tradition, but added
flavor and variety as students set the stage for a hyped-up event.
A collaboration of team groups, unified with one purpose, packed
in every available space to get creative juices flowing. The mascot was
among the crowd generating school spirit. The main focus of the pep
rally, get the team fired up and ready to play!
The sponsors and planners--librarian Kandace Morgan and the
Student Council--did a great job. So much went into planning, a lot
of behind-the-scenes details. From careful scheduling, preparing the
location, adding security, picking music selections, and practicing final
run-throughs, the challenges faced by those who coordinated the pep
rally cannot be ignored.
With such a large student body having to use the small space of the
boys gymnasium, two rallies took place; the first being held during 6th
period for the underclassmen and 8th period for the upperclassmen.
Much effort went into both rallies with hopes that one would
mimic the other.
“It was decent; the freshman and sophomore [show] wasn’t as exciting as the junior and senior one,” said the mascot Charles Barksdale,
a senior present at both pep rallies.
The boys gym was filled with 215 students, maximum, plus teachers and staff, as well as the marching band, cheerleaders, football
teams, pom team and IMAC club, all representing well.
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Mustangs were still behind, 27-24,
their comeback was set in motion.
The defense did their job, too,
especially late in the game when
Hubbard fumbled the ball to the Mustangs with only 3:36 left, after which
MP burned the remaining clock.
The Mustangs, historically,
have dominated their opponents on
Homecoming. In the 2010 game, the
Mustangs earned a win over the same
Greyhounds, 28-20. Over the last 11
years, the Mustangs have only lost
one Homecoming game, which came
against the Simeon in 2008.

Kick-off
The Mustangs took the bright
green field with their game faces on
to win it; however, Hubbard kept their
heads in the game throughout it all.
Both teams held up their ends of the
field as the fans, ecstatically, began to

oming Court 2012

King and Queen: Shatoine
Imani Strong; Senior Atoy Banks and Kelly Cook;
dants: Caleb Bey and Koophomore Attendants: Annson and Shaqua Williams;
ttendants: Taylor Jackson
ot not pictured).

wonder what the night’s result would
be.
“The Mustangs are definitely
going to win again against Hubbard
because Morgan Park is raw,” senior
Tristan Anderson said.
The Mustang defense kept their
side up, but the offense was falling a
bit short early on.
“I felt I did badly because I
had three picks and I got down on
myself,” Mustang quarterback Andre
Newell said, “but, of course, I’m
happy we got the win.”
When MP took the opening
kickoff and moved the ball easily
down the field, but the drive soon
failed deep in Greyhounds territory.
It appeared to give the opposition
some confidence, which appeared to
keep them in the game almost until
the end.
In the second quarter, the Mus-

tangs scored another TD but Hubbard
soon got the lead.
The game went into halftime
with Hubbard ahead, 15-14, with only
two more quarters left. During that
time, fans sipped hot chocolate, as
they watched the band, cheerleaders, poms, Majestics, and Ladies
of Distinction perform an original
electric crowd-hyping preference,
while they subconsciously hoped that
the Mustangs would overcome the
Greyhounds as they faced the specter
of defeat.
“I always enjoy seeing the poms
perform because they always have a
lot of energy,” said Briana Daniels,
the Mustang football manager said.
“They give the crowd something to
enjoy when we’re doing bad.”
When the second half opened,
the Mustangs fought hard as they saw
the clock drain away, and the coaches

did not allow them to feel discouraged.
During one time-out in the third
quarter, with Hubbard still in the lead,
coaches encouraged the players to
do their best.
“Keep your head in the game,”
yelled the coaches, “stay focused.”
Hubbard continued to edge
ahead, 27-22, with only ten minutes
remaining in the fourth quarter.
It looked grim. The band left and
the crowd began to dwindle away,
as many felt that the Mustangs were
going to lose.
However, it was in the remaining
five minutes that the team’s fortunes
turned, especially as the Mustang
D and the strong wind forced the
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‘Blue House’ is an oasis
tradition for MP students
Barack Obama (D)

Mitt Romney (R)

FOREIGN
POLICY

Refocusing on the threat from al Qaeda in
Afghanistan and Pakistan. Taken the fight to
al Qaeda and eliminated Osama bin Laden.
Ending the War in Iraq, bring troops home by
end of 2011.

GAY RIGHTS

Supports same-sex marriage; repealed Don’t
Opposes same-sex marriage; supports legal
Ask, Don’t Tell, allowing gays to serve openly in unions; supports Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell but
the military.
favors gays serving openly in the military

HEALTH CARE

Signed the 2010 healthcare overhaul bill. Calls
for patient protections like allowing coverage
for pre-existing conditions, not letting insurers
cancel policies when patients get sick, and
requiring individuals to buy health insurance
or pay a fine.

Though he created similar legislation in Massachusetts, promises to repeal Barack Obama’s
2010 healthcare overhaul. Would encourage
individuals to purchase their own health insurance rather than rely on their employers.

NATIONAL
SECURITY,
DEFENSE

Publicly opposed wars and intervention but
has recently admitted to expanding Afghan
conflict into Pakistan. While purporting to
reduce military spending, proposed a defense
budget in January, 2012, that would increase
military spending by $36 billion over the next
five years.

Romney says that keeping the U.S. in Iraq is
the best option for minimizing casualties and
maintaining a democratic government in Iraq.
Military option not off the table for Iran.

China: Romney has accused China of “cheating” and “stealing American jobs”. Romney
favors keeping the United States embargo
against Cuba in place.

(Source: Knowmycandidate.org)

Election Day 2012: Tuesday, November 6

By Maggie West
and Maya James

“I

t was a safe place
for me to go and to
meet new friends,” said Michele
Jacobs, former MP student and
current teacher, reminiscing on
the times she visited the “Blue
House” when she a teenager.
The Catholic Youth Ministry Center, or Blue House, has
been home to many Morgan Park
students for over thirty years.
In 1977, the members of the
Beverly, Morgan Park, and Mount
Greenwood communities came
together to brainstorm on what
would be the best way for how
the communities, could help support their local high school.
The center is based on the
Newton Center which is located at
most college campuses through
the country. They provide pastoral
and ministries services of all faiths
in the university community.
“The ministry center provides
a supervised daily drop in center for Morgan Park High School
students each day after school,”
said Peggy Goddard, director

of the Catholic Youth Ministry
Center. “Our big, old house, is a
‘home away from home,’ with a
welcoming foyer, two lounge areas,
a kitchen with vending machines,
a computer room with internet access, a basement recreation room,
and a back deck and yard.”
The Blue House has many
different programs offered to
students. One such program is
P.L.A.N.S (People Learning All
New Strategies) educational
workshops that offer opportunities each month to learn valuable
life skills, plus there’s a leadership group, peer led workshops,
community service projects, and
healing circles.
An annual weekend retreat
is held each year giving young
people an opportunity to enjoy
the outdoors and spend quality
time exploring more serious parts
of their lives. Participation in these
activities can provide Service Learning Hours needed to graduate.
“I used to go there after
school to socialize with my friends,”

Please turn to page 11 for

BLUE HOUSE
IMPORTANCE

AWAKENING ACTORS
continued from page 4

I, too, have played a role on
the show, as “Ciara.”
Unfortunately, Donte Fain,
director and producer of “The
Reawakening,” has decided to
temporarily cancel Season 4 until
January 2013, despite already
creating a number of episodes.
He has decided to recast. Auditions will take place November 17
and 18. Any additional information can be found on the website.
“I’m not going to die because
of it,” senior Jamila Nelson said. “I
watch the show to support one of
my best friends [Brienna Taylor].”
For those interested in trying
out for the show, Fain doesn’t take
cast members who don’t have the
drive and desire to perform.
Being that I partook in a twoweek workshop that he coordinates, Fain captivates his audience
with his background information
for each scene. He breaks down
the level of emotion for each character and makes actors tap into
energy some never knew existed.
The workshop, which is mandatory before auditioning for a
role in the 2013 season, costs $35.
Fans and cast mates have
questioned why the director has
opted to retool. Apparently, Fain
has decided to take the show in a
new direction.
When people discuss his
show he wants it to be in a positive manner. He doesn’t want a
negative connotation, so he is redesigning the brand to make sure
viewers understand the lesson of
each episode.
The storyline for the next
season, which begins in January,
“Osiris is a young gangster who
has risen to power, and now, with
his children following in his footsteps, he is force to either love,
protect and teach them the right
way or lose them to the streets he
runs. This is a story about love,
power, forgiveness, honor and
family,” according to the show’s
website.

With this new story, he has is
aptly using “New Day,” by Alicia
Keys, as the show’s theme song.
“The words themselves
represent the next level for ‘The
Reawakening’: new day, new beginning,” Fain said. “This brand
is meant to be an inspirational
television program that uplifts the
African American community with
real life situations.”
When fans watch “The Reawakening,” they watch the show
for the drama, but Fain has a bigger picture in store, according to
one of the actors.
“‘The Reawakening’ brand
is epic; it stands for so much
more than just TV drama,” Rhyan
Sprouse, who plays “Toya,” said.
The director said that the
show is meant to illustrate cause
and effect in people’s lives.
“I try to show that one choice
has a ripple effect, meaning
one person’s decision affects
others [through the characters’
storyline],” Fain said. “I want to
put ‘The Reawakening’ in every
market possible.”
In fact, one big goal of Fain’s
is to eventually have the show
placed on the BET cable network.
During Season 3, BET previewed
one of the final episodes, according to the director.
Fain has come a long way
with his career. He attended Columbia College in Chicago.
Later, he became a promoter
for different artists, including The
Pope, whose hit song was “Bob
that Back Down.”
He also has his hands in different plays, like “My Mama be Trippin’ ” and “The Reawakening Stage
Play,“ which is currently being performed at the ETA Theater, located
7558 S. South Chicago Avenue.
“We [the show’s cast] even
accomplished getting a studio,”
Reginald Shirley (who plays
“Twon”) said.
Of course, when so many
people of different backgrounds

are in one space for too long, that
can cause tension, but overall, the
cast knows how to settle differences, get back to business and
become one big TV show family.
“I love the cast, [they’re]
very enjoyable and have amazing
talents,” Shirley said.
They have become a very
tight-knit group.
“Honestly, I love my cast
members; we’re like a family,”
Sprouse said. “You spend more
time with the cast then you might
spend with your family at times,
so it creates a strong bond between the cast.”
The cast gets along so well,
and that’s because it started with
Fain’s strong foundation.
“I look at Donte Fain like my
mentor,” Shirley said. “He taught
me everything I know; he’s a great

teacher!”
Fain manages to create a
special working atmosphere
among his cast.
“I really respect and appreciate Donte Fain; he's like a big
brother to us, even though he's
the boss,” Sprouse said. “He still
finds ways to joke around, be silly
and still have fun, but when its
work time, he turns the friend off
and he's back to boss.”
Sprouse, in her role as
“Toya,” an over-the-top character
from Season 3, has overcome
many struggles with choosing the
man of her life. She has to choose
between his past and her present,
and the struggle, sadly, leads to
her untimely death.
However, Sprouse later reappeared early in Season 4 as a new
character, “Libra,” who is similar to

her previous role, but with a new
twist: She has a problem with her
baby’s father while trying to get
child support. She also has a new
man in her life who is attempting
to step up to the plate and be a
father to someone else’s child.
“I personally plan on taking
my acting career as far as God will
allow,” Sprouse said. “This is my
dream.”
Seeing “passionate believers” in his vision is one reason
Fain continues to pursue this
career he has shown the world on
multiple occasions his success.
The number of fans are starting to increase; not only are teens
watching his show, so are their
parents. It has gotten so broad that
not only African Americans watch it,
but diverse people with the issues
he discusses watch the show.

TELL PEOPLE THEIR
VOTE ISN’T IMPORTANT.

MY CANDIDATE WINS!
Everyone’s
vote
counts!
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BLUE HOUSE IMPORTANCE
continued from page 10

Jacobs said. “I still keep in contact
with the friends that I made there.
It has always been a nice safe place
to be you. I used to look forward to
their weekend retreats every year,
as well. When I go there now, I see
my students having fun and being
silly, just like I used to.”
Although the Blue House
is up and running, it has to find
funding in order to stay open.
“The largest part of our

funding comes from a grant with
the City of Chicago Department
of Family and Services to provide
after-school programs,” Goddard said. “We also have a been
blessed to receive a ministry
grant from the Sisters of Mercy
West Midwest Community for the
last two years, and last year we
received a Partnership Grant from
the Small Learning Communities,
thanks to the efforts of [teacher]

Mr. Alvin James and [assistant
principal] Ms. Remy Washington.”
The board of directors host
an annual fund raiser for friends
and alumni in May each year. The
event for this school year will be
held on Saturday, May 18, 2013.
The Blue House has been a
save heaven for children over the
years as the neighborhood has
been continually changing.
“The adults that work there

have always been kind and nonjudgmental,” Jacobs said. “In this
day and age when young people
have so much pressure to grow
up too fast it's refreshing to see
there's a place where they can
just relax and be themselves. The
level of violence in the community
has increased since I was a student and I believe the Blue House
is needed more than ever now for
the students of Morgan Park.”

continued from page 6

I probably will take it over to get
an even better one.”
The ACT consists of four
tests: English, Mathematics, Reading, and Science. The score range
for each of the four tests is 1–36.
The composite score, as reported
by ACT, is the average of the four
test scores earned during a single
test administration, rounded to
the nearest whole number.
Mikhale Evans, who is planning to attend Northern Illinois
University next fall, shared her
opinion on why retaking the ACT
is important, but perhaps not
over-and-over again like some do.
“I think it’s important to
retake the ACT because you get
to know yourself in a way,” the
senior said, “like if you’re able to
improve or you could just suck
at testing. I did retake the ACT
because I was so disappointed
with my score, and I still am, but
I’m not about to spend a lot of
money by steadily retaking the
test because it’s just unrealistic
and ridiculous in my opinion.”
Sydney Haney, also a senior,
feels there is no reason not to
retake the exam.
“I believe it is important to
retake the ACT because everyone
should take full advantage of
improving themselves,” Haney
said. “The ACT is giving kids the
opportunities to look good and
they should take full advantage
of that.”
The ACT testing organization
also suggests taking the test more
than once is probably a good
idea for many.

Students
reflect
on what
they’re
thankful for
Jatasha Henley
and Destini Palmer

K

ACT RETAKE

“Students who have taken
additional relevant coursework
since they last tested may wish to
retest, since they have reason to
suppose they will do better next
time,” the website’s FAQ advises.
“Students who believe their
previous scores do not accurately
reflect their achievement may also
wish to retest...or it they were unfamiliar with testing procedures...
may do better on retesting.”
Senior Taylore Cephas has taken the same position as that suggested by the ACT FAQs.
“It is important in my opinion
because it’s an opportunity to
do better and you want to get
the highest score possible,” the
senior said. “I’m taking the test
again because I am not happy
with my score at all.”
Cephas expects to be admitted to the school of her choice
despite her current score.
“I want to go to San Francisco State University," Cephas said.
"I can get in with my score, but
I would just love to have a much
higher one.”
Some students wonder
if score from each test date is
submitted to post-secondary
institutions, or if they can choose
which to send.
ACT maintains a separate
record for each test date. If a
student asks ACT to send a report
to a college, they will release only
the record from the test date the
student requests.
However, some colleges and
universities may specifically request which test score to review.

ACT testing facts
Test fee per test option
ACT (No Writing) $35: Includes reports for
you, your high school, and up to four college
choices (if valid codes are provided when
you register). $50.50 if you take the ACT
Plus Writing.
Of the 1.6 million 2011 high school
graduates who took the ACT, only 25 percent
met the College Readiness Benchmark
scores in all four subject areas, meaning that
1 in 4 were academically ready for college
coursework in all four subject areas.
Of the nine states that mandate every
student take the ACT (Colorado, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, North
Dakota, Tennessee, and Wyoming), Illinois
has the No. 1 average composite score at
20.9 in 2012. Massachusetts had the No. 1
average composite (24.1) of all 50 states,
but only tested 23 percent of students.
“A postsecondary institution
may adopt a ‘most recent,’ ‘single
highest,’ or ‘combined highest’
approach in defining what ACT
composite score it considers,” the
FAQ states.
The “most recent” composite
score is simply the score obtained
from the four test scores on a
student’s most recent test administration.
The “single highest” score is
the highest composite score a
student has obtained in any single
test administration.
While the “combined high-

est” composite score is the score
obtained for a student who has
tested more than once, by using
the highest English, highest Mathematics, highest Reading, and
highest Science scores to form
an average—regardless of the
administrations from which each
score was obtained.
Senior Desiree Freeman is
also planning to retake the test,
just to try and improve.
“I want to go to the University
of Illinois,” she said, “but the average score is higher than what I got,
but there’s no specific cut off.”

NOVEMBER EVENTS
continued from page 7

79th holiday parade), will begin
at 8 a.m. There will be 23 marching bands, various performing
groups, and huge inflatable
balloons featured at the parade
which travels north down State
Street, from Congress to Randolph. It will be broadcast live on
WGN Channel 9.
The 86th annual Macy’s
Thanksgiving Day Parade in New
York City will be televised on
NBC (Channel 5) from 8 a.m. to
11 a.m. CST.

Day after Thanksgiving
Friday, November 23

The Prep Bowl pitting playoff champions
from the Chicago Public League and Chicago
Catholic League will be at Soldier Field on
Friday, November 23. Last year, Mount Carmel won its record 11th Prep Bowl title over
Simeon, 34-20.
The Morgan Park Mustangs became

the 72nd Prep Bowl champions after defeating the Brother Rice
Crusaders, 14-13, at Soldier Field Thanksgiving weekend in 2005.
It was the first and only time MP played in the championship
event.

Sunday, November 25 - Thursday, December 20
Christmas Around the World and Holidays of Light
The Museum halls will be decked, holiday singers and dancers
will fuel the festivities, and the sparkle of dozens of decorated trees
will greet you at this year’s Christmas Around the World and Holidays of Light.

Friday,
November
30 - Sunday,
January 6
Winter
WonderFest
at Navy Pier
The annual Winter
WonderFest
present by Bank of America brings Chicago seven more days of
Holiday family fun than usual! Enjoy 170,000 square feet of winter
wonderland playground, with indoor ice skating, inflatable slides,
rides and much more!
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e’Andra McDonald,
is a senior who is
thankful for her mother. The
reason why she is thankful
because she’s been there
every step of the way. She is
also thankful for her family
because they help her when
she is down and upset.
• • • • •
Tirrena Collins is a
post-secondary student at
Wartburg College. She is
thankful for her family and
friends. She is thankful for
them because of their support of her through high
school and now college.
• • • • •
Stephon Bobo is another senior who is thankful
for God and his mother. The
reason why he is thankful for God is because if it
wasn’t for Him, he wouldn’t
be here. And he’s thankful
for his mother because she
plays a major role in his life:
“She gave me life.”
• • • • •
Brandon Ringo, is a student from Morgan Park High
School. He is thankful for life,
and his family. He is thankful
for his life because he still
living, and experience new
things in life. He is thankful for his family cause they
support him, and help him
throughout everyday life.
• • • • •
James Wilson, is a
student at Ben Davis High
School. He is thankful for
family, friends, God, and
Education. He is thankful for
family cause no matter what
they always there for him.
He is thankful for friends
because, he can always depend on them. He is thankful for God cause if it wasn’t
for him he wouldn’t wake up
every morning. He is also
thankful for his education
cause if he didn’t have it he
won’t be nothing in life.
• • • • •
Duwanye Walton, is a
student at Ashworth High
School. He is thankful for his
life and the joy he’s gotten
from it.
• • • • •
Tyler Brazil, a senior, is
thankful for his music, and
for the fast food sandwiches
at Quiznos. He is thankful for
his music because it helps
the soul, and is thankful for
Quiznos for the many meals
they have provided him.
• • • • •
Alexis McCall, a senior,
is thankful for her family,
and friends. She thankful
for her family because they
are always there in the hard
times, and without them,
she wouldn’t have half of
the things she owns.
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Teen relationships struggle to survive
By Sydney L. Cox

A

wise man said,
“Anything worth
doing, is worth doing right!”
So, with that in mind, we could
all more than likely make some
adjustments in the way we relate
to others to improve things.
Teen relationships are normally short term and many are
way too superficial.
Lack of verbal communication happens to be one of the
most critical relationship killers.
It may seem easy, but saying one
thing and actually executing the
task are two completely different
things. Verbal communication is
essential to a blossoming relationship, because it not only helps
both partners learn about one
another, but it helps both people
to eventually become vulnerable
with one another.
Many cases are the same,
ending with separation because
of lack of communication. Basically what happens is that: partner
A doesn't like something about
partner B but never mentions it
for whatever silly reasons, and lets
it get to them until they break up.
It could be as simple as Partner
A being friends with an enemy of
Partner B, or Partner B not liking
how Partner A did her hair.
The fact of the matter is
you could simply tell the person
that you don't like X thing about
them, and be sure to use constructive criticism if you decide to
tell your partner or else the tiny
problem can easily and expeditiously escalate into something
unnecessary for both partners and
the relationship as a whole. Who
knows? Your partner may be willing to compromise.
What is important to you in
a boyfriend, or girlfriend or in a

relationship? What is important to
have in these areas? What don’t
you want?
Setting up clear expectations
early in a relationship makes it
easier to find out early on if you
are couple-compatible.
Conflict resolution also plays
a valuable role in communication. It's pretty easy to back out
and quit seeing the person just
because something bad happens,
but then you never get anywhere.
Teenagers never seem to learn
this, either.
They run across a conflict and
try to avoid it instead of saving
the relationship.
This is one of the most immature things you can do; this
typically affects the younger
relationships.
Many relationships never
move from the friend zone, simply
because of physical attraction.
To be fair, everyone is affected
by looks to some degree. It's
biology's way of trying to get us
to make babies with the most
desirable mate possible (hence,
good babies).
Unfortunately, many teenagers have the attitude of "I will
only date him,” (her/those who
do not support either category),
“because he’s hot!" Sadly, there
just happens to be several problems with this.
First of all, many teens pass
up all the good guys/girls that
would make them happy simply
because they're below average or
even average in looks.
Secondly, the “hot people”
are shallow; it's a stereotype, but
it's so often true, and if you date
someone shallow, the relationship
typically falls apart within a short
period.
To describe being shallow is
to be materialistic and incapable

Although most romantic relationships among 12- to 14-yearolds last less than 5 months, by age 16 relationships last an
average of 2 years, according to a 2005 study entitled, “Infants,
Children, and Adolescents.”
of having deep conversations with
people, but other people often use
it to mean anything from self centered and ignorant to trying to have
a lot of short term relationships.
For example, in the 2004
comedy movie “Mean Girls,”
the antagonist, Regina George,
was seen as shallow because she
only wanted to date the romantic
partner of the protagonist for
his looks. She actually had lost
interest in him during an earlier
part of the movie, but because
her friends and peers told her
they looked good together, she
decided to become his girlfriend
again, although she lost interest.
Lastly, if you date someone
only because they're hot, you'll
get bored of them within days because you don't really like them.
You’ll just want them as a trophy
wife; a person who looks good
according to society.
The vast majority of teens

HOMECOMING VICTORY
continued from page 9

Greyhounds to take a safety,
tightening the gap, 27-24.
Cheerleaders and remaining fans rejoiced when junior
Earles scored the final TD,
which brought everyone to
their feet.
Junior Jareem Fleming’s
fumble recovery got the ball
back for MP, who then ran out
the clock to end the game.

The Mustangs showed up
and showed out, as Hubbard
went home with an L, closing out
the game, 32-27.
Senior students shared a
bittersweet moment as they
witnessed their last homecoming
game, making sure that everyone
knew that the football players
were victorious on their homecoming night.

“I’m essentially proud of
the football team as a whole,”
senior Derricka Vasser said.
“I’m truly honored to call
myself a Mustang.”
As Hubbard went home
in defeat, fans chanted loudly
and proudly, “Ooh, ahh! You
should’ve been a Mustang!
Ooh, ahh! You should’ve been
a Mustang

expect The One to come along
on the first try.
It's quite a fatal mistake, really, to think that the one you're
going to marry is going to come
along when you're twelve years
old, and have just started dating. Of course, thinking that this
person is the one, leads to a lot of
complications.
Like realizing that you can’t
be with this person forever, for
whatever the reason(s) may be,
and breaking up with them even
though you still like them, and
want to be with them but you
have no future with this person.
Honestly, when you're this
young, you won't have a future.
You don't necessarily have to
have a long future with someone to have some fun and enjoy
yourself dating them. Really, how
do you expect to find the person
who you want to be with forever
when you don't even know what
you want in a partner yet? Seriously.
Even sillier than breaking up
with someone over something
you won't mention, is breaking
up with someone because of
some small habit; many teenagers simply do not understand that
there are no perfect people out
there. Some people get annoyed
and break up over small silly habits such as having messy eating
habits, or disgusting habits like
picking your nose in public and
flicking it.
The point is everyone is going to have something that they
do that will grind your gears to
some extent or another. What

love is, or at least one aspect of
it, is accepting the person's flaws
and loving them unconditionally
anyway.
Another reason why teens
tend to fall off after a short period
of time in a relationship is because they fall in love too quickly.
Many fall victim it at some point,
using the giant “L” word too
quickly to express themselves.
We'll think that we totally love
our new "it" person when in fact
we're just infatuated. Frankly, this
isn't really anyone's fault as it's
hard to distinguish what love is
until you've really felt it.
Unfortunately, teenagers also
seem to think that every relationship they have is love, and they
get upset or broken-hearted
when they find out that the relationship was only puppy love, the
infatuation that they feel at the
beginning of a relationship.
Once that fades, they think
they're over the person and walk
away. What it really is is the start
of a real attachment, but we
can't have that. Once that initial
spark fades, the fog that hung
over them fades and they see
everything clearly; that the person
they've been with has flaws, they
can't deal with it and flee.
Teens typically at a young
age want to take the good, and
leave the bad. You should never
expect your lover to have every
quality you love. Chances are that
they won't. Don't expect them to
lack every quality you hate.
Don't expect some sort of
god; expect a person with good
attributes and bad. Embrace both
of them, even if the bad gets to
you.
Of course, no one can do
that, and they break up with their
significant other because they
chew with their mouth open,
although said significant other
treated that person like royalty.
You cannot pick and choose what
things you like in a person. You
have to accept all of them.
This means seeing the bad
in someone and loving it and
understanding it and dealing with
it. But our favorite little teenagers
simply want perfection, a readymade relationship.
Many teenagers are selfish,
even without knowing it, and

Please turn to page 13 for

TEEN
RELATIONSHIP
SURVIVAL

PEP RALLY REVIEW
continued from page 8

The band’s presence was
evident in the tunes they played:
“Just Got Paid,” “Word Up,” “We
Are the Mustangs,” “Big Ballin’,”
and “Back That Thing Up,” all
getting students pumped-up.
The routine introduction
of the football players got the
crowed going, as shouts and
screams echoed through the
cavernous room.
The cheerleaders’ performance was received well and the
IMAC models brought it! True
Star magazine reps were there
to raffle off some prizes, as well
as radio personality Teefa from
Power 92.

There is nothing quite like
these special homecoming
events.
“What I liked about pep rally
was the excitement of the crowd,
everybody’s performance was
great and the positive energy
from everybody in the gym,” said
Shaquira Williams, a sophomore
and a dancer on the pom team.
Screaming students, music,
and a chance to get out of class-what is there not to like about
pep rallies?
“The pep rally was everything and more than I expected
it to be, although, at times, the
administration was almost breath-

ing down our necks,” said senior
Tristian Anderson, a spectator.
“It was very successful in preparing our spirits for the proceeding
football game; I might just come
back next year.”
The $3 ticket charge helped
the event sell-out fast. But despite the low cost, some felt that
various aspects of the rally need
to be improved.
“The best part to me was
when the cheerleaders did the
dance with the football team;
I felt like it was unique and I
didn’t expect them to do it,”
said senior Brienna Taylor, a
spectator. “Other than that, I am

upset I paid my $3 to go. There
was not enough space to sit in
the bleachers, especially since
[juniors and seniors] had to bring
our coats and book bags. We got
the bad end of the stick, and I
felt like the performers weren’t
doing everything full-out, and it
just wasn’t special.”
The coaches, teachers and
club sponsors are to be commended, as the task of working
with the various teams to pull off
such an undertaking that does not
come off as cheesy, is not an easy
undertaking. The overall rah-rah
excitement the team coaches
showed appeared to be genuine.

There is no denying the motivation and enthusiasm among
most students present, as well
as the stellar performances, but
there needs to be more school
spirit among the students.
“The pep rally was okay,
[and] the dancers and the band
had a lot of school spirit and
pep, but the people in the
stands really didn’t have the
pep,” said senior Traevon
Robinson, who attended the
8th period event. “The pom
team did exceptionally well--my
favorite team of them all--they
always bring something new and
exciting to the table.”
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RIAA continues to battle
illegal music downloads
By Jasmine Bennett

I

t’s a normal night,
consisting of you doing
your homework and listening to
some music. You hear a song
you like on the radio, look up
the name on the Internet, and
illegally download it without even
thinking twice about it.
Downloading free music is
breaking copyright laws, which
was exactly the point the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) was trying to make by
suing LimeWire in October 2010
for copyright infringement. The
RIAA is entitled to $150,000 for
each registered work infringed.
The number of infringing works
is likely in the millions, which is
absolutely too many songs being
stolen.
Copyright laws exist to help
protect the artists’ intellectual
work, and the people who are
making money from the artists’
music, such as the record company, stores that sell the music and
the artists themselves.
According to Musicmetric’s
in-depth study released in September, the United States ranks
first in the world as the highest
user of illegal downloads. In the
first six months of the year, the
U.S. had 96,868,398 total shares,
with Drake being the artist with
the most illegal downloads. The
United Kingdom ranks second.
Rihanna’s new album Talk
That Talk was the world’s most
pirated release, with Musicmetric
tracking 1,228,313 downloads in
the first half of 2012.
It has become so serious,
that even some colleges and
universities have warned students
that they will help identify music
thieves to the RIAA.
“Thousands of students at
The University of Texas at Austin,
as well as students at many other
universities, have been targeted,”

warns the university’s website,
adding that over 280 students
have been targeted this year.
“According to the RIAA, this
makes UT Austin the number one
source of copyright violations in
the nation at this time.”
If found guilty, the RIAA can
fine those who engage in the
unauthorized downloading, and
under copyright law, violators can
be held liable for a minimum of

the majority, the answer is no,
because it is not their fault that
these websites were created.
“The people making sites for
[free music downloads] are stealing, not the ones who download
it,” Academic Center (AC) senior
Dominique Gray said. “They are
just being cheaply smart.”
Music artists, of course, want
their music to be heard. Some do
not care if it is heard on the radio,

SPORTS

By Jazmine Purdis
& Markee Williams
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My iPod Playlist

Lazy Love
Ne-Yo
This is a slow, mellow love song. Ne-Yo talks about
being in love with his companion, and just wanting
to spend all his time with her because she gives him
nothing but the best.

Birthday Song
2 Chainz ft. Kanye West
This is a club banger; it has a very upbeat feeling
that just makes you want to get up and dance. 2
Chainz and Kanye West rap about what they want
and expect for their birthdays.

Celebration
The Game
This is a nice, mellow song by The Game ft. Chris
Brown, Wiz Khalifa, Tyga, and Lil Wayne. The beat was
taken from The Bone Thugs and Harmony song “First
of the Month” and remixed. On this song they rap/
sing about having a celebration for their happiness
and success.

Swimming Pools
The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) warns
those who illegally download music could be fined $750 for
each song. (Source: RIAA)
$750 per violation (each file is a
single violation), so it costs the
students thousands of dollars to
settle the lawsuits out of court.
And people are actually
sued. In 2009, CNN reported that
a federal jury found a 32-year-old
Minnesota woman guilty of illegally downloading music from the
Internet and fined her $80,000
each -- a total of $1.9 million -- for
24 songs.
More recently, in August,
former Boston University student
Joel Tenenbaum’s $675,000 fine
for illegally downloading and
sharing 30 songs will stand, according to a Massachusetts court.
Many students have different
opinions on whether downloading free music is stealing. To

bought from iTunes, or is downloaded from a free music website.
Students prefer downloading the
music for free.
“I don’t think downloading
music from a free website is stealing,” sophomore Braylyn Brown
said. “It’s not stealing on my part,
it’s stealing on the website’s part.”
However, according to RIAA,
it is stealing, and the music industry is suffering financially because
of it.
“Since peer-to-peer (p2p)
file-sharing site Napster emerged
in 1999, music sales in the U.S.
have dropped 53 percent, from

Please turn to page 14 for

ILLEGAL
DOWNLOADS

TEEN RELATIONSHIP SURVIVAL
continued from page 12

such self-importance can ruin the
relationship. Teenagers want everything their way, right then and
there. They can't build a bond like
love because they're not willing
to give enough.
For example, the love struck
duo Edward and Bella from the
romantic vampire series “Twilight,”
shows Bella giving up her human
life in order for her to be with her
immortal lover, Edward, forever.
Today, teens aren’t willing to even
share an eraser, if that means that
they will be without one.
Love is complete and total
selflessness, to want someone's
happiness so far above your own
that you would sacrifice anything
for them. Teenagers are too selfish
to do this, and as such, they can't
give enough because they require
too much time and affection. They
only take from the other person.
This means no real bond will be
formed, and ka-blam! No bond,
no relationship. End of story.
Many teens end up watching
dramatic movies and romantic
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cinema, such as “Titanic,” “P.S
I Love You,” or “Twilight,” and
then want a relationship exactly
as they see it in the movie or how
they view love as a whole. It will
never happen that way, unless
you’re Chuck Norris. Teens want
to fall in love with the perfect
guy in the perfect way, with the
perfect kiss, and have their own
happily ever after.
Many men see women as
basic if they are the plain Jane,
and frankly, today, many young
women see men as attractive if
they have dreadlocks and are
light-skinned, or are physically
attractive--period.
It seems like our teenage
girls have been brainwashed with
romance novels, such as “Twilight,” and various chick flicks,
and no longer understand the
most fundamental concepts of a
relationship while searching for
perfection. They think that true
love is effortless. Relationships do
take some work to maintain.
There will be fights and

rough patches. It's not all peaches
and cream, but nobody remembers that part. They don't want
to work. They already worked, by
just trying to get that person to
notice them.
Mentally, and possibly physically, teens can handle relationships. On a more emotional level,
teens are just not ready to handle
commitment. Many are unstable
selfish, not self dependent, and
are still finding out who they are,
if they have not done so already.
Their ideals and values and
what they want changes more
often than their hair colors.
As such, they demand too
much and then change their demands on a whim. With each new
demand, their current partner will
not fit, so they must find a new one.
Until teens are able to somehow change their ways, and learn
how to cooperate, maybe, just
maybe, they will be able to cultivate a decent relationship without
letting it fade over something
ridiculous.

Kendrick Lamar
This is also another club song; it has a great beat to
it. Kendrick Lamar raps/sings about the effects that
alcoholic beverages could have on a person, but
doesn’t promote the consumption of them.

Don’t Judge Me
Chris Brown
This is one of my favorite songs off the “Fortune” album. This song has a contrast of soft and hard beats.
Brown sings about not wanting to be judged by his
past and mistakes, and just wanting to love his companion, “So please don’t judge me and I won’t judge
you, ‘cause it can get ugly before it gets beautiful.”

Do My Dance
Tyga ft. 2 Chainz
This is a great party song; it has monstrous beats
and bass. Tyga and 2 Chainz rap about a girl that has
unbelievable dance moves.

Put It Down
Brandy ft. Chris Brown
This is a mixture of a slow and fast past song. Brandy
sings about wanting someone to do all the right
things for her that will make her fall in love with
them, and Brown raps about being the person that
could give her everything she wants and more to
make her fall in love with him.

Adorn
Miguel
This is a mellow and versatile song; it could be
played at a party or while you’re relaxing. Miguel
sings about all the right things he does for his companion and how much he adores him/her, “Just let
my love adorn you, please, baby.”

Clique
Kanye West ft. Jay-Z and Big Sean
This is a nightclub anthem; it has a bangin’ beat.
Kanye West, Jay-Z, and Big Sean all rap about having
the best clique ever and how everyone wants to be
like them, “Ain’t nobody fresher than my clique.”
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Popular high heels are now everyday-footwear for many
Weave
continues to
be in vogue
H
By Fransis Wilson
and Alexis McCall

Alex Porter
and Desiree Freeman

“T

he hair is
the richest
ornament of women.”
--Martin Luther, German priest and scholar
who led the Protestant
Reformation (1483-1546)
The popularity of
females’ use of hair extensions, or weaves, is increasing due to it being convenient and stylish throughout
the world.
Hair extensions, in
which human or artificial
hair is attached onto a person's existing hair or scalp
by either weaving, gluing or
clipping it on, has become
very popular. In fact, the
hair extensions business
generates annual revenue
of $250 million.
There are different
types of weaves; starting from the thin and silky
smooth weave, to the quality and more natural textural
weave. The good quality
weave is as practically as
expensive as a car note. Females spend to about $150
to $300 on buying weave,
not to mention the price of
installment.
Quality weaves
consist of
Brazilian hair,
Malaysian,
Indian,
Bohemian,
and Peruvian hair.
These
all
have a
type of
Performer
special
Beyonce’
wave
Knowles is rarely texture
seen without hair that
extensions.
gives
the
weave a certain shape. India has long provided much
of the world’s natural hair,
sold to wholesalers mainly
in China, which in turn
marketed their products to
retailers in Europe and the
United States.
“The most I’ve spent
on weave is $280,” said
Senior, Imani Strong. “I buy
weave according to the
name of it and what I hear
about it.”
While some use weave
to add to their appearance,
some like it because of its
relatively low maintenance.
“Weave is the greatest invention since sliced
bread,” senior Tristian
Anderson said. “Although
people look down on it, it’s
rather convenient, to say
the least. It’s refreshing to
wake up and not have to

Please turn to page 15 for

WEAVE
POPULARITY

igh heels are hot!
Women are seen
wearing this footwear fashion
statement more and more, often
becoming the go-to-shoe more
often than not.
Even though, traditionally, heels were worn solely at
special events, like when going
to a formal party, an expensive
restaurant, or a Broadway show,
they are now spotted everywhere,
even at the local Walgreens.
However, there are even
some who slip on 6” inch spike
heels and then try to navigate
through Morgan Park’s crowded
hallways, often looking like they
are leaning over and about to fall.
When these same girls try
walking on the slick, worn stone

steps in the old building, they
tense their legs up so much that it
feels like they’re about to have a
charley horse.
Despite the potential dangers
of wearing heels, many girls apparently love to wear them anyway.
Many girls have heels, but
only wear them only to church or
to parties. They don’t wear them
to school because they might slip
and fall on the floor, especially if
the floor is slippery. Different girls
struggle to walk up the stairs depending on what type of heel you
have and the size of the heel.
“I wear heels, but I only have
three pairs of heels because they
aren’t really my style and they
aren’t comfortable,” said senior
Harlie Bivens. “I wear heels to
special occasions like weddings
or even special parties.”
She also notes that these at-

corridor
quips
If you had the chance to vote in
next week’s presidential election,
who would you vote for and why?
By Clarque Stewart

“I would vote for
Obama because
he definitely
made a change
since he’s been
[president], and
a second term, I
think, would be
even more of a
change.”
Charisma Tillman,
freshman
“I would vote for
Obama because
I’m part of the
middle class, and
if Romney wins,
he will take away
student loans.”
David Simmon,
senior
“I [would] vote for
Obama because
Romney is a liar;
he says he's going
to do one thing,
and he does another.”
Justin Gullins,
senior
“I [would] vote for
Obama because
he is keeping Section 8, he's keeping the Link card,
he is helping more
black people,”
Kemon Johnson,
sophomore
“I will vote for
Obama because
of the changes
he has done so
far,”
Kerria
Glades,
junior

“I'll vote for
Obama because
he's clearly the
better candidate;
he has better
views on things,”
Kenneth
Greenlaw, senior
“I would vote for
Obama because
ever since Bush
left, he has made
this country a little
better.”
Denzel Lyke,
senior
“I would vote for
Obama because
he has done more
in four years than
Bush has did in
eight.”
Charles
Barksdale, senior
“I would like to
vote for Obama
because he's the
man to do the
job, he's a black
president, and
I support black
people.”
Ebiere Sofia,
senior
“[The person] I
would vote for
would be Obama
because I believe
in the stimulus
that he’s trying to
pass, and I believe
in all the food
stamps, because
we need that.”
Joshua Fikes,
senior

If you don’t think heels are popular, then you haven’t been
paying attention, as this group of girls showed at the
homecoming dance.
tractive shoes are, unfortunately,
toddler sizes.
painful to wear.
Some boys usually don’t re“I wear heels only to look
ally care if girls are wearing heels,
cute when I’m about to go out,
but these shoes might make
but I don’t wear
them to school--they
are too uncomfortable,” Bivens admitted. “I like to walk
fast, and I can’t do
that with heels on. I
see girls struggle to
walk up the stairs in
heels, they have to
Shoe manufacturers and retailers push high
hold on to friends for
heels even for toddlers who just learned to
support.”
walk, as this Amazon page shows.
Some girls like
wearing heels to
school in an attempt to show their some take a second look.
more mature side. Although heels
Boys sometimes have to
used to be worn by women, now
help the girls up the stairs. When
younger girls are seen wearing
they see girls in heels, they might
them. In fact, girls as young as
Please turn to page 15 for
three are being offered high heels
HIGH-HEELED
by fashion stores. Many shoe
makers have a line of products in
STYLE

A short history
of high heels
Figures on murals dating from 3500 B.C. depict an early
version of heeled shoes worn mostly by the higher classes.
The formal invention of high heels as fashion is typically
attributed to the rather short-statured (just under five feet)
Catherine de Medici (1519-1589). She felt insecure in the
arranged marriage with the Duke of Orleans, later the King
of France. She then donned heels two inches high that gave
her a more towering physique and an alluring sway when
she walked. Her heels were a wild success and soon high
heels were associated with privilege. (Randomhistory.com)

ILLEGAL DOWNLOADS
continued from page 13

$14.6 billion to $7.0 billion in
2011,” the music industry association states on their website.
Even though most students
download the music for free, they
do feel a little guilty sometimes.
“[Stealing music] regardless
is wrong, even though I do it,”
senior Courtney Gudger.
Downloading free music is
just like “free samples” from a
store, as International Baccalaureate (IB) senior Marcus Green said.
“[The free music sites] are
put out there for us to download
[music],” junior Randi Smith said.
“If it was considered stealing,
they [the government] could easily block those sites.”
To some students, downloading free music is stealing because
the music is not owned by you.
“[The music] is not your
property, and you did not pay for
it,” senior Corinne Reed said.
Feeling some remorse for the
artists, another student agrees
that downloading free music is
stealing.
“The artists worked hard to
make the music, and by us getting it for free is stealing,” junior
Yardayn Watkins said. “We are
stealing a product that was meant

to pay their bills.”
On the other hand, one
student feels like the artists
already have enough money, and
downloading their music for free
shouldn’t matter.
“We work hard trying to find
the music,” senior and cheer
captain Katie Howell said. “It’s
for free, why not take it? The
people that make the music are
rich enough, they don’t need any
more money.”
The majority of the students
think that they work just as hard
to find the music online than the
artists do to make the music, so
it’s a fair trade.
“People work hard [to find
the free music],” senior and
baseball player Johnny Stevenson
said. “If there’s a chance to save
money, they’re going to do it.”
All in all, downloading free
music from the Internet is stealing
according to copyright laws. But,
one student had a good point
when pointing out another free
music listening website that is
used very often.
“It’s not stealing to listen to
Pandora,” senior Cashmere Cozart said, “so why is it stealing by
putting the music on your iPod?”
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Chicago Bulls fans optimistic, despite D-Rose’s long rehab

By Kyle Davis

W

hile the talk around
Chicago is about the
Chicago Bears, many of the local
sports fans were eagerly awaiting
the tip-off of the regular season
for the Chicago Bulls.
The Bulls record last season
was 62-20 and finished 1st place in
the Eastern Conference. Although
many had high expectations for
Chicago, the Philadelphia 76ers
destroyed fans’ dreams by not only
winning the series 4-2, but also having superstar Derrick Rose injured
in Game 1 to a season-ending torn
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL).
Rose, 24, underwent surgery
on his left ACL in May. Unfortunately, it will take a long time to
heal; his initial prognosis was to
return sometime between eight
and 12 months after the procedure. At the earliest, Rose might
return to the line-up in February.
The Bulls were 18-9 during
the 2011-12 regular season when
they were without Rose.

Preseason
The Bulls opened their
preseason of seven games on
October 2 against the Memphis
Grizzlies who lost in the first
round of the Western Conference
playoffs last year.
However, even before the

preseason began, some weren’t
holding out any hope for a Roseless Chicago, mainly because
these early games have about the
same value as a scrimmage.
“I think the Bulls will lose
every preseason game because
the starters are not going to play
much,” Mustang varsity head
coach Nick Irving said. “The Bulls
will struggle for a little because
of the lost of Rose, but they will
make the playoffs.”
Although Irvin correctly
anticipated the Miami Heat’s
championship victory last spring,
he missed on the Bulls preseason.
Despite a rocky start losing
against the Cleveland Cavaliers
and the Minnesota Timberwolves,
they won their last four, highlighted by a victory over the Oklahoma City Thunder, considered by
experts to be one of the top three
teams in the league.

Regular season begins
Tonight, Chicago opens up the
regular season against the Sacramento Kings, with a 7 p.m. tip-off.
Fans have enjoyed watching
their Bulls have a .500 or better record and have made the post-season
seven out of the last eight seasons.
The last time they failed to
get into the playoffs was during the
2007-08 campaign. Chicago picked
up Rose in the NBA draft that spring.
Although many NBA fans
have doubts about the Bulls. because of the serious injury to their
one-time MVP point guard, some
have quiet optimism.
“Kirk [Hinrich] coming back
was a good move so he can lead
the team while Rose is healing,”
sophomore Lady Mustang basketball player Porscha Hobdy said.
“All the players are good and
athletic, so they should be fine

with Rose being out.”
Many hope that point guard
Hinrich’s return to Chicago, after
being traded to the Washington
Wizards in 2010, and then to the
Atlanta Hawks in 2011, will be
that of a rebound in his career.
Last year, he averaged career
lows in points per game at 6.6,
assists per game at 2.8, and minutes per game at 25.8.
Hinrich also missed a number
of games after having shoulder
surgery early on, but then suffered
a hamstring in the 2nd round of
the playoffs with the Hawks.
Fans are looking for veteran
player in the starting rotation, like
power forward Carlos Boozer,
guard Luel Deng, center Joakim
Noah, and relative newcomer
Richard “Rip” Hamilton (the shooting guard who joined the team in
December from the Detroit Pistons), to push and lead the team.
However, the spotlight is going to be on the point guard position, and whether or not he can
fill Rose’s shoes. Again, some see
Hinrich as returning to his former
Bulls glory, the same guy who
became the team’s all-time leader
in three-point field goals.
“The best piece is adding Kirk
Hinrich back with the team this
year,” senior Stephen Bobo said.
“He’s going to play a big role in
their season, and the pre-season is
going to be a showcase of it.”
The Bulls have also drafted
two rookies on the team that could
contribute something while Rose is
out. Point guard Marquis Teague
and guard Ryan Allen are the rookies on the team but will likely get
some significant minutes.
Playing at a pro-level is a big
step up from college, according
to one varsity basketball player,
and she hopes that these recent

HIGH-HEELED STYLE
continued from page 14

think they are trying to be fast
or grown up before their time,
while others may want to approach them.
“I like seeing girls wearing
heels; it makes them look better and also more high class,”
Julian Tripp, a senior, said.
“Girls that wear heels, I think,
have class and ambition.”
However, he acknowledged the difficulties when
trying to wear them at school.
“There can be a downfall
when girls are wearing heels
because I have seen girls struggle up the stairs, stumbling,

and falling over everything,” Tripp
said.
The easiest heels to walk in
are wedges, according to senior
Shantavia Berry. Wedges are
often as tall as a high heel, but
the sole has a much larger surface
area, generally the entire bottom
of the shoe. With the larger surface area, wearers work a lot less
at maintaining balance through
your ankle muscles.
“I wear wedged heels but I
won’t wear really tall heels,” Berry
said. “My feet are hurting when
I wear heels, especially tall ones.
That’s why if I am not going out

then I am not wearing heels.
[Besides my feet hurting,] they
actually make me feel older
and mature.”
Male are attracted to
females who wear heels. A girl
with the newest Mikes may
catch your eye but u will spot
out a girl with heels.
“My girlfriend does not
wear heels, if she is she must
be going out somewhere,”
senior Jaguar Cousins said.
“But most males would
approach a girl with heels
because it seems more of a
challenge.”

draft picks are ready.
“For the rookies, they have
a lot of talent, but I don’t know
if they will showcase all of their
talents the way we need them
to,” senior Lady Mustang Kiara
Carter said. “I can only hope that
they are ready and have prepared
properly for the real season.”
After the postseason collapse
and Rose being out, many sports
experts are ignoring the Bulls. In
fact, in a recent survey of the 30
NBA general managers, 70 percent of them think the Miami Heat
will win the NBA title. The Los
Angeles Lakers are second with
23.3 percent, while the Okahoma
City Thunder received two votes
(6.6 percent). Only 20 percent of

them see Chicago even winning
their division.
However, Las Vegas odds
makers still see Chicago as one
of the top teams in the league.
In fact, the Bulls have the fourth
best odds to win this year’s crown,
just behind the favorites of the
league’s general managers.
But despite the doubters, one
Bulls fan is still sticking by their side.
“They are going to be a .500
team, but it depends on Rose
coming back if they want to win
a championship,” senior baseball player Charles Bell said. “It’s
going to be hard going against
teams with a superstar like Kobe
Bryant with no Rose. [But t]hey
are going to be decent, anyway.”

Girls swimmers have ‘chemistry,’
prepare for sectionals
By Kendrick Wilson
and Deante Thomas

T

he girls swim team
has enjoyed a
memorable season and it isn’t
quite over yet.
After the team lost five
key swimmers last year due to
graduation, the existing members had pretty big shoes to fill.
“Most are first year swimmers and Coach Winston is
doing a great job with them,
and they’re having a ball this
season,” senior captain Krystina
Robinson said. She has been
with the team all four years now
and she doesn’t regret it at all.
Unfortunately, the team
didn’t qualify for the city playoffs,
but did compete in the junior
varsity and sophomore championships held last Saturday.
“The team chemistry is
great! We are just like family
and their isn’t a lot of drama
that you might encounter with
typical girl teams,” senior cocaptain Jasmine Johnson said.
Johnson has greatly improved since her sophomore
year when she started and she
plans on swimming even when
she’s out of high school.
Even with the loss of the
2012 graduates, the girls team
retained the same coaches
and according to senior Brianna Rainey, she’s enjoying it.
“Practice may be long
and tiring, but at the end of
the day, it’s nothing greater
than the feeling of a workout,”
Rainey said. “Coach Winston
loves each and every one of

us, and he treats us like his own
children. He even feeds us!”
Some have seen real progress with some of girls.
“A beginning swimmer on
the team took two weeks to learn
how to swim a lap and had her
first meet last week and did great!
Now that’s what I call progression,” said senior Jessica Jones.
Jones, one of the fastest
on the team, has her work cut
out for her at sectionals in two
weeks where she will swim
against some of the fastest
girls in the city. She took fifth at
the JV championships.
With schools like Lane
Tech, Lindblom, St. Ignatius,
and state runner-up Whitney
Young there, that will be a
meet to be remembered.
The team swam city relays
on Saturday, October 13, and
did great, considering only
eight swimmers attended the
meet. The team placed 11th
out of 26 teams meaning
they’re in the top 50 percent.
“Unfortunately this is my
last season coaching the swim
team, but I must say, four state
finishes, eight city records, it’s
been a great run,” head coach
and English teacher Gerald
Winston said. “I love to see
the girls go out and do a sport
I’ve enjoyed since I was only
6-years-old, and most importantly, having fun doing it!”
Be sure to tune in to the
boys swim season, as their first
official meet is on November
7. Also tune back in for boys
and girls water polo season this
spring.

WEAVE POPULARITY
continued from page 14

mess with your hair or flat iron it.
Contrary to popular belief, not
all women wear weave to reach
a desired length that they cannot
actually attain.”
Senior Harlie Bivens, echoed
Anderson’s opinion.
“I think weave just makes
things so much easier for me because real hair is unmanageable,”
Bivens said. “In the morning, before school, it saves me so much
time, and it’s also easier for me to
style it. I actually like that weave
has become more popular, it’s so

common, that the topic could just
come out of nowhere in a random
conversation. I like that.”
Celebrity stylist and hair
extension expert Patrick Melville
of New York City’s Patrick Melville
Salon and Spa say using weave is
ubiquitous with celebrities.
“They pretty much all do,”
Melville said in an interview
with Stylelist.com. “If they don’t
have them right now, they have
used them at one point in time
-- celebs like Britney Spears and
Fergie, for example.”

Although weave is very popular, not everyone wears it. Senior
Camille Terry is one of the few
who chooses to wear her natural
hair no matter the occasion.
“I don’t wear weave because
my hair is long enough; I can
handle it without weave,” Terry
said. “I don’t think I would even
wear it for special occasions.”
It’s clear that women have
strong feelings about weave,
some good, some bad, but men
also surprisingly have their own
opinions, and on the other hand,

some don’t even notice.
“Most times, I don’t even notice when a female has a weave,
unless it looks kind of bad, or if
it’s super long,” Markee Williams,
a senior, said. “I have no problem
with it though; if it looks nice,
then it’s okay with me.”
At first, men didn’t mind their
female companions or friends
wearing weave, but now it’s getting over the top. Senior Charles
Barksdale has his doubts about
weave.
“It was cool at first, but

now it’s getting out of control,”
Barksdale said. “Too many females
think they need it when they really
don’t. It’s like a drug to them. It’s
not as attractive as it used to be.”
Perhaps the Guiness World
Record holder for hair extensions
indicates this fashion trend may
be peaking.
With no less than 6.68 meters
(21 feet, 11 inches) of synthetic
hair into his hairline, Alastair Galpin of St. Heliers, New Zealand
set the world record in 2008 for
the longest hair extensions.
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Indians shutout Mustangs in state round
By Jeremiah Sanders
and Maurice Stevenson

kill all momentum for MP.
“We can’t give other teams
the opportunity to get in the
game when we know we’re better
he Mustangs (6-4) felt
than them,” said offensive linethe thrill of crushing a
man Robert Huddleston.
Prairie State conference opponent
Morgan Park’s performance
to end the regular season, but
was sadly full of negatives,
then got to see what it’s like to
the biggest being ball control.
be on the painful losing side in
Turnover-hungry Lemont forced
the first round of the IHSA state
several turnovers on special
playoffs last Saturday night.
teams, as well as three picks by
After enjoying a dominating
Mustangs QB Andre Newell.
victory over the hapless Urban
“At times our offense would be
Prep Lions on October 20, thrash- very pedestrian and not move the
ing them 52-6, the Prairie State
ball,” said linebacker Tahje Hartley.
conference champion Mustangs
Morgan Park is down but not
faced off against the South
out, as the the team now returns
Suburban conference champion
to the Public League playoff
Lemont Indians (8-1), falling 45-0
round. Historically, Morgan Park
in the Class 6A match-up.
has had great success in the city
The Indians are undefeated
championship, winning three
against the Mustangs in posttitles since 2001. Their first opposeason play, going 4-0 since first
nent for city is against Lane Tech
playing them in ’08.
(5-4) this Friday.
The Mustangs looked as if
“The city championship is exthey could never get a foothold in tremely important,” said offensive
the IHSA playoff game. What was
tackle Marcel Harrell. “Everybody
thought to be a touchdown in
wants to win and MP hadn’t won
the first quarter by wide receiver
a ring in years. I think it’s time to
Theo Jones was negated by the
go get one.”
officials and ruled as a fumble, a
The last time the Mustangs
controversial call that seemed to
won the city title was in 2007,
when they beat
Simeon 22-7. They
IHSA State Playoff History
went on to play
13 straight appearances
St. Rita in the Prep
17 appearances in since 1975 (16-17 overall)
One of only two Public League teams to ever
Bowl, but lost
reach semifinals (2004)
31-7.
But the week
Public League Championship
before,
MP en2010 (L) against Curie, 40-34 (OT)
joyed something
2007 (W) against Simeon, 22-7
2006 (L) against Hubbard, 27-14
of a revenge game
2005 (W) against Simeon, 18-14
against Urban
2002 (L) against Dunbar, 30-20
Prep in the final
2001 (W) against Dunbar, 52-48
game of the seaPrep Bowl
son on October 20
2007 (L) against St. Rita, 31-7
at Gately Stadium,
2005 (W) against Brother Rice, 14-13 (OT)
after being forced
(First Prep Bowl win in school history)
to forfeit to the
2001 (L) against Mt. Carmel, 50-0
Lions during the
(First Prep Bowl appearance)
teachers strike.

T

RB Charles Bournes leaps for the pylon for the first
touchdown during the 52-6 win over Urban Prep to close the
regular season. However, the Mustangs lost to the Lemont
Indians, 45-0 in the first round of the Class 6A playoffs.
(Inset) On the Mustangs’ opening drive, MP appeared to have
scored TD, but the ball was stripped by Lemont’s defense who
recovered for a touchback. (Photos by Maurice Stevenson)
The Mustangs dominated Urban Prep in all aspects during the
first two quarters, and by the end
of the first half the score was 52-6,
which was the final score as well.
The Mustangs looked unstoppable
with stellar play during the game
on both offense and defense; Urban Prep’s only score coming from
a fumble recovery for a touchdown
in the second quarter.
“We’re only as good as we
want to be,” head coach Wesley
Yates said. “If we execute and
finish, you’ll get a chance to see
poetry in motion.”
The defense was fueled by

Frosh-soph closes rebuilding season
By James Jackson
and Makayla Curtis

T

he Mustangs frosh-soph
football squad had a
rough season, yet has grown
up and learned to play better
together, despite their 3-5 record.
“The season was a developmental one with the new
coaching staff,” sophomore
cornerback Christopher Parker
said. “We’ve gotten better
since the beginning of the
season. We’ve grown with the
maturity of the team, discipline, and cooperation.”
New coaching staffing
was put into place at all levels,
including the freshman/sophomore team. Steve Strode was
named head coach, while Milton Bowen and Alonzo Harris
are the assistant coaches.
This has “definitely been
a character building season,”
Strode said. “They had the
opportunity to see dedication
and commitment needed at
this level, and to see just how
good they are and can be.”
It’s been a long road in
molding the core group; at the
start of the year there were 60
players on the team, with only

around half that many remaining.
Wins haven’t come easily for
this group, opening up with losses
to Thornton (48-8) and Mount Carmel 40-0), then beating Fenger,
54-8. The team went on to lose
to Harlan (38-21), but followed
up with two victories (Kenwood,
36-14; Julian, 16-6). They lost their
last two to Washington, 6-0, and
then to Gwendolyn Brooks, 22-6.
Looking back, the highlight of
the season was the huge win over
Fenger, while the low-light was being shut-out against Mount Carmel.
“We definitely found out the
level of player needed to compete,” Strode said.
Coach Alonzo, who is also an
alumnus of the school, has seen
success with the current group.
“The team has really come
together and grown up since the
beginning of the season, and being
a former football player and Morgan Park alum myself, I know what
tradition is all about,” he said.
One particularly ugly event
came against the Julian Jaguars,
even though it was a win. But it
was a major setback with the fight
that broke out during the game.
“I feel even though we goof
around in practice during games
we seem to pull it together to get
the [win],”sophomore player Mat-

thew Glass said. “I think I played
at a decent pace, I made blocks
and tackles, but the refs were
on Julian’s side the whole game,
they weren’t giving us calls, and
coaches were on the field...
[there] was a lot going on.”
Varsity team wide receiver
Timothy Smith had a lot of
comments and feelings towards
the players on frosh-soph team.
“The team is like a miniversion of [the varsity], but
they are not ready yet,” Smith
said. “The defense is better
than the offense and we have
Prodigy [freshman QB Jelani
Hardy] down there, [RB] little
Kush [Baxter], and little BB [SS
Wilson Jordan].
Smith added his perspective about their game against
Julian, saying it “was unacceptable; we can’t represent
Morgan Park’s name like that!”
Cornerback Brandon Riley is
impressed with the growing team.
“Those guys have much
talent,” Riley said, “but they
just have to play and get themselves together, [then] they can
play well. Kush Baxter reminds
me so much of his brother. He
runs just like him, plays just like
him, and he’s a great player
and even a better kid.”

top-notch play from defensive end
Khairi Bailey who was able to make
Lemont’s offensive tackle Ethan
Pocic, who’s ranked No. 5 in the nation at his position, a non-factor.
On offense, running back
Charles Bournes became the only
player in a CPS school to record
over 1,000 rushing yards for a
season, a feat that hasn’t been
accomplished by an MP back in
several years.

“I think right now we’re starting to hit our peak,” Yates said.
“We’re starting to play a lot of
good football.”
Despite the state playoff loss,
there is still the opportunity for a city
title and even a Prep Bowl trophy.
“What it does, it puts us in
a position to be competitive,”
Yates said. “I think whenever
you’re a coach, you want to
ascend to the highest.”

Boys basketball seek trophy in ‘12
By Julian Tripp

A

s the 2012-2013
season approaches,
the boys varsity Mustangs
basketball team is feeling
as though they will have an
outstanding season.
With returning members
and several new recruits, head
coach Nick Irvin should see a
winning year ahead.
“We’ve got a lot of new
players coming in and a bunch of
good players coming back,” said
guard William Garrett. “I expect
the team to be pretty solid this
year. I feel as if we have a good
chance to win state. With mostly
leadership and scoring, I can
benefit my team a lot. We know
everything that’s in front of us
and will be prepared.”
Garrett added, “My team
goal is to want to win city and
state, but I also have my own
goals too and that is to win Mr.
Basketball and 1st All-State.”
This is good news to fans
of Morgan Park basketball who
were probably disappointed
last year as they watched the
Mustangs fail to win any championship, going 17-9.
With a tough conference
and opponents, the Mustangs
have a long and hard season
ahead. But with hard work
and good team work the boy’s
varsity basketball team will
make it far. The feeling around

school is that the Mustangs will
make a deep playoff run this
year and win city and state.
New players on the team
are excited about the upcoming season and have high
expectations.
“I just joined the team, but
I know I will bring a lot to the
table,” said new starting guard
Kyle Davis. “With some hard
work and dedication, we can
go all the way this year, but it
won’t be easy though.”
This team feels as though
they can be their own best
friend, or worst enemy.
“Nine times out of 10 we
make simple errors by not talking,” junior Manuel “Manny”
Robinson said. My main role is
to come off the bench doing
numbers, I will have to rebound, pass, and score.”
Fans shouldn’t expect any
surprises from the team, “not
unless they are surprised we
are going to win,” Manny said.
“We’re a solid team and ready
for everything.”
I recently went to one of
the team’s practices and was really impressed. Drills were done
quickly and crisply, and the
team seemed to get along well.
As the team scrimmaged
I saw some great buckets and
a lot of hustling to the ball on
fast breaks and loose balls.
Practice as a whole, the team
looked like a cohesive unit.

